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Poll Shows Findings

President Is On Vacation

AmericansGive
Support To
Reagan Ideas

Reagan Finds
Congress Snag
By JAMES GERSTENZANG
recuperating from a gunshot wound,
...sbutlated Press Writer
•
Yfrba..fit home-atlas California ranch,
SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP)- ending a week that saw his first setPresident'Reagan; eager to return to back in Congress.
the saddle after eight weeks of
As Reagan left Washington on Friday, the talk was of his plans to
revamp the Social Security system by
discouraging retirement before the
age of 65. His chief aide made it clear
aboard Air Force One that the president, trounced 96-0 in a Senate vote
that reflected serious bipartisan
doubts about his proposal, was willing
OWENSBORO,Ky.(AP)- A study to listen to other ideas.
"The important thing is to get some
planned for western Kentucky is inreal
dialogue going," said presidentended to provide some examples of
the environmental effects of synthetic tial counselor Edwin Meese III as
fuels development before they occur, Reagan's jet flew west."We'll look at
according to a fossil energy program any ideas that come forward."
When the president walked out of
spokesman.
White House on Friday afternoon,
the
There are 15 power plants and other
planning to return until Tuesday
not
that
exist
in
sources
pollution
major
counties around Owensboro. And with evening, he told reporters he would be
the prospect of more synthetic-fuels horseback riding -first thing in the
development in the next few years, morning."
The trip to the 688-acre ranch in the
the area may become the first testing
Ynez mountains northwest of'
Santa
environment.
to
the
ground of effects
"Our primary objective will be to Santa Barbara is the first by Reagan
determine whether or not we're able and his wife, Nancy,since he was shot
to predict beforehand whether en- in an assassination attempt March 30.
Horseback riding and chopping
vironmental or ecosystem effects will
wood,
his other favorite ranch activimanager
of
Gehrs,
result," said Carl
advanced fossil energy programs at ty, had been restricted while he
recuperated from his chest wound.
Oak Ridge,Tenn.
The president chatted briefly
"We feel that there are some
methods available currently that aboard Air Force One with Sen. S.I.
allow one to do some si4ntific predic- Hayakawa and Rep. Barry Goldwater
tion...rather than plop something Jr., two opponents in the race for the
down and wait for it to have some ef- Republican senatorial nomination in
California next year. Reagan, clad in
fect."
The Ohio River Basin Energy a knit, open-collar shirt, also worked
Study, in a first-phase report in 1977, on a speech he will give Wednesday at
forecasted substantial concentrations the US.Military Academy.
As soon as Air Force One landed at
of pollutants along the Ohio River
Point
Magu Naval Air Station in Oxwhere pollution has blown downwind
nard, Reagan and his wife headed for
from its source.
The study said: "(A) major finding a waiting Marine Corps helicopter
was that if powerplants continue to be that carried them to their mountainbuilt at preferred sites in the region, a top ranch overlooking the Pacific
dense pattern of these emission Ocean.
The West Point speech is expected
sources along river corridors would
to deal with defense issues and,accorresult."
In a final report released by ORBES ding to Meese,"military leadership."
Meese said the controversy surearly this year, it pointed out that
rounding
the president's Social
crop losses could total as much as $7
billion in the _Ohio River Valley Security proposals was not surprising
between'1975 and 2000. It also stated to anyone in the administration.
"Everybody knows it's a very
that because of sulfurdioxide-related
diseases, 163,000 persons could die in volatile topic,"te said.
But, he said,-it's necessary to raise
the region over the same period.
the
issue now so something could be
study
resources
water
A land and
by the Ohio River Basin Committee done.
"if nothing is done now, it's only a
said that electricenergy capacity in
the Ohio Basin is expected to increase matter literally of months under some
three-fold, according to the study,and forecasts and certainly not more than
would cause a corrresponding in- a year-and-a-half under others before
crease in coal mining, water the fund would be in dire straits,"
Meese said.
transportation and consumption.

Study To Show
Air Effects
Of Synfuels

FATHER-SON SAFETY TEAM - Glenn Mills, right, safety engineer
with Armco, Inc., Ashland, Ky., has been on the Murray State University campus for a week helping his father, Dr. Marvin D. Mills, left,
develop teaching materials for students majoring in safety
engineering and health. Dr. Mills is a professor of safety engineering
bs Barn johrs..on
(\1st
at the university.

By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK AP) - Americans
still are giving strong support to.
President Reagan's tax and spending
proposals, even though they don't expect any major improvement in the
nation's economy this year.
Two years hence, though, the public
foresees a much brighter economic
picture, an Associated Press-NBC
News poll says.
As Reagan's economic proposals
continue to make their way through
Congress, the political impact of a
•vote for or against his plans is a frequent topic of discussion. The poll said
a congressman's support of Reagan's
proposals would garner more votes
from the public than it would lose, but
about about half the people said the
issue wouldn't affect their votes in
1982 elections.
The public expectations for the
economy in the next 12 months remain
essentially unchanged since the start
of 1981. Thirty-six percent said they
expect the economy to improve; 23
percent expect it to get worse and 38
percent "expect no change in the
economic situation. Three percent of
the 1,599 adults interviewed by
telephone nationwide Monday and
Tuesday were not sure.

Father-Son Make Documentary
A father-son combination has produced an hour-long _documentary
visual for use in instructing Murray
State University students majoring in
safety/engineering and health.
Glenn Mills, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Marvin Mills, 1901 Westwood. and
safety engineer at the Armco, Inc.,
operation in Ashland, has been on the
Murray campus for a week assisting
his father, a professor of safety
engineering and health at the university, in the preparation of the
materials.
The younger Mills, 27, is featured in
the 60-minute video taped documentary, which his father plans to use as
an introductory visual to the safety
engineering and health program at
the university, beginning in the fall.
The film deals with problems and
processes which young people entering the health and safety field will

Estate Of Michigan Teacher Makes Donation

most likely encounter in industry and
demonstrates means of coping with
them. .
Young Mills, a resident of Huntington, W. Va.,.works with .4,600
employees in the Armco operation at
Ashland. The co-author of a manual
on alcohol and drugs in industry, he
holds an undergraduate degree in

biology and a master's degree in industrial safety from Marshall University, Huntington.
Among the Armco employees at
Ashland is Deborah Foster, a senior
occupational safety and health major
at Murray State from Hartford, Ky.
She is serving a summer internship at
the plant.

music.
Shepherd, for 28 years an English
teacher in the Dearborn public
schools,died last year at the age of 54.
His widow, the former Charlyne
Sanford of Fulton and a 1948 Murray
Collected over a period of 45 years State music graduate, and their son,
IV the late Richard Albert Shepherd, William, 17, recently contributed the
the collection includes more than 2,700 unusual collection to the university.
Mrs. Shepherd, also an English
records of big band,small group jazz,
classical, comedy and Broadway teacher, teaching at Lowrey Junior

High School in Dearborn, is the
daughter of Mrs. R. E. Sanford, 311
Broadway, Fulton. Her sister, Mrs.
James T. Nanney,also lives there.
Shepherd had started the collection
while a teenager, and Bobby Bryan, a
staff announcer at WKIVIS-FM, the
Murray State campus radio station,
described his taste in buying records
through the years as "extremely extraordinary."

1

RECORD COLLECTION - Bruce Smith, left, station manager at WKMS-FM,Murray State University, and Bobby Bryan, a staff announcer, examine some of the 2,700 record collection recently presented to the station
(MSU Photo by Barry Johnson)
from the estate of Richard A.Shepherd of Dearborn, Mich.

The public's expectations were
quite a bit brighter when asked about
the economy two years from now.
Fifty-six percent of those questioned expect the economy to be in better
shape in two years, while only 17 percent expect it to get worse. Twenty
percent foresee no change and 7 percent were not sure.
Reagan and his aides have said
repeatedly that the nation's economic
ills are so serious that it will take
several years to solve the problems.
Reagan's approach is responsible
for much of this economic optimism,
but the postive expectations go
beyond just those who expect great
results from the president's proposals.
Public support for those proposals
is still strong, although there are signs
it has weakened somewhat, particularly on the income tax cuts.
In the latest AP-NBC News poll, 56
percent of those who had heard of his
proposals said they support Reagan's
plans to cut federal spending. Eighteen pereent oppose the cuts; 16 percent favor some and oppose others.
Ten percent were not sure.
In the AP-NBC News poll in midApril, 58 percent backed the cuts and '
16 percent opposed them.
The drop in support for Reagan's
three-year, 10 percent a year cut in income tax rates was slightly larger.
Sixty-four percent of those who had
heard of the proposal now back
Reagan's tax cuts, while 22 percent
oppose them. Fourteen percent are
not sure. Thairnpared to the last
when.71 percent
.AP-NBC News
backed the cuts and 15 perCent oppos-ed them.
• One alternative to the Reagan tax
cuts - a one-year cut rather than a
three-year plan - draws substantial
support.

•
Michigan Prisoners Start Riot
Michigan prisoners who thought both riots were quelled early today.
they were going to miss holiday meals
Officials said all 5,600 inmates at
and recreation time because of an the prison in Jackson were behind
unauthorized "lockdown" set off a bars after the 14-hour disturbance
riot that spread to a reformatory 100 Friday by 800 prisoners.
miles away, injuring a total of 42 inAuthorities said the inmates had
mates, prison officials say.
heard the guards were planning to go
Fires burned inside the Southern on strike to protest staff shortages.
Michigan Prison in Jackson, the The guards' union denied that, saying
world's largest walled prison, and the.. only that guards planned to lock
Michigan Reformatory in Ionia before prisoners in their cells to make an
unauthorized search for weapons.
Platoons of guards and state police
that swept through the 500-inmate
Michigan Reformatory had forced all
the inmates there back to their cells

MSU Receives Private Record Collection
One of the most extensive private
record collections in existence has
been presented to Murray State
University from the estate of a Dearborn, Mich.,teacher.

AN
ALL
KENTUCKY
CITY

The collection recently was
transported to the Murray campus in
27 cartons, and will be housed in
specially designed cabinets in the
WEMS-FM studios in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Bryan, a former Sears store
manager for 25 years and a big bands
professional musician before that,
says he has examined every one of the
donated records and found them in
"mint," or excellent condition.
He estimates the collection to include 35 percent in big band recordings, 35 percent in small group jazz,
20 percent classical and five percent
in each comedy and Broadway music.
Forty percent, he figures, is in 78 rpm
records, and 60 percent in the 33-1/3
longplay records.
"The collection is extremely
valuable," said Bryan, whose own
private collection numbers more than
1,000 records. "Many of the records
are now out of print, and many of the
companies that recorded them are no
longer in existence."
Records from the Shepherd collection, Bryan went on, will be used in
the development of all segments of a
second series of the station's new and
syndicated "The Black Cats Jump"
program.
The program spans a 13-week
._period-and-wig heard-recently-over
approximately 50 National Public
Radio (NPR) stations from Maine to
California. It features music by black
musicians during the big band era.
An extremely popular and wellreceived program, "The Black Cats
Jump" is expected to be carried by an
unprecedented 150 NPR stations
within the next five years,Bryan said.

CCHS Excluded Seniors Are
Given Option By School Board
The four Calloway County High
School seniors originally excluded
from graduation ceremonies were
given an option by the school board at
a special meeting Friday night.
At Thursday - night's meeting, the
board took disciplinary action to prevent the students from participating
in Tuesday's graduation ceremonies.
But, according to Superintendent
Jack Rose, a Special meeting was
called to give the four a hearing
before the board.
Rose said some board members
"had concerns about the first action"
and the students "have a right to take

BEST COPY AVAILABLE.

their case before the board."
He said the students, who appeared
with their parents, weretiVen an option to either not participate in
graduation or take another form of
punishment. Rose said the second
disciplinary action is "just as severe
as the first" and the seniors now have
to make a decision. He declined to
comment on the nature of the punishment.
He said he didn't know whether or
not the students will decide to participate in Tuesday's graduation
ceremony."There are some decisions
a student has to make." he said.
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Ionia Warden Dale Foltz said officials believed the riot at Ionia was
sparked by news of the Jackson uprising.
"I suspect the Jackson Prison uprising had influenced the youthful offenders in here, that that would be the
way to go," Foltz said. ,
Eighteen inmates at Ionia and 24 at
Jackson were injured, most of them
victims of violence by fellow inmates,
prison officials said.
A high school building, two cell
blocks and a guard post were damaged by fire at Ionia.

partly sunny
Partly sunny and warm today
with highs in the mid 80s. Partly
cloudy tonight and Sunday with a
chance of thunderstorms. Lows
tonight in the low 60s and highs on
Sunday in the mid to upper 80s.
Outlook for Memorial Day is continued warm with scattered_
"Thiiiide-rstiatfris:
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Monday through Wednesday:
Chance of showers each day.
Overnight lows in the mid 50s to
around 60. Daytime highs in the
80s Memorial Day,cooling slight:
ly to the mid and upper 70s by
Wednesday.
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Coming Events Of Community Listed
MAYFIEW PATIENT
T. C. Hargrove of Murray
was dismissed May 13 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Orene Fulton bf Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah,

Saturday, May 23

By Abigail Van Buren

Saturday, May 23

Annual cleaning of
Singing Echos of BoonMatheney Cemetery in the ville, Miss., will present a
Land Between the Lakes will program at 7 p.m. at the Inbe at 10 a.m.
dependence
United
Singing by Fincher Family Methodist Church. A potluck
supper will be served at 6
and Archers Chapel Church

Wife's Lover a Skyrockettrr't1::lls'rk''Vrsot Rands Key Benefit Gospel
Cumberland Presbyterian Sing featuring
Gospel Echos,
Her Husband's a Dud Church at7 p.m.
Kings Sons, and Rick

PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Plant sale will be from 8
the
Western
Baptist
DEAR ABBY: I have been married (in name only)for five a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Senior
Hospital, Paducah, was years. I was a lonely divorcee(Ige 47) and John was a well- Citizens Greenhouse,located
to-do widower (60) when we Were married.
Lloyd Wilkerson of Dexter.
behind St. John's Episcopal
The firm night we were married I found out he was Church, 1620 Main Street.
impotent. I know it's not his fault, but he should have told
me. i He later said he was afraid he'd lose m e./
pha Department of MurNNi•e had everything a happily married couple could wantraA
ylWoman's Club will have
Charles Lindbergh, the
— a lovely home. friends, trips. [can't say I wasn't living a
potluck luncheon at noon at
first man to fly solo across good
life. although I missed the physical side of marriagta
the Atlantic, died in 1974 in SI)111e.
the club house with program
Kipahulu, Hawaii, at age 72.
Now I lajigvjgog-A wonderful man. He is my age(52)and by Front Porch Swing.
was skyttiAks and Roman candles the first time vie were
alone together. We're in love and want to get married, but Murray Squar-A-Naders
will dance from 8 to 10:30
hate to hurt John?
Bargain Matinees
Would it be wrong to leave John and grab what little p.m. at the Woodmen of the
World Hall.
happiness is left in life?
Sat. It Sun. 2:00
IN LOVE
Dance featuring the River
•
Cheri & Cine
DEAR IN: If you want to justify leaving John, the City *Ind will be for
MI Seats S1.50
fact that he failed to 'tell you about his impotence is members only of Murray
sufficient. (That's probably grounds for an annul- Moose Lodge No. 2011 at the
ment.) Trying to keep an affair a secret will be like lodge hall from 8 p.m. to 12
trying to smuggle dawn past a rooster. You'd better midnight.
tell John before he tells you.

Clendenen will be at 7:30
p.m. at the Calloway County
High School. Admission will
be $2 with children under 6
free.
Alcoholici tanymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the Livestock
anti Exposition Center.

Sunday,May 24
Monday, May 25
Southern Harmony Big
Murray Postoffice will be
Singing will be held at 10:30
closed
today for Memorial
at
the
a.m. and 1:15 p.m.
Marshall County Court Day.
House at Benton.
Buses for the MurrayBreakfast for graduating Calloway Transit System
seniors of Salem Baptist will not run today.
Church will be at Sirloin
Stockade at 7 a.m.
Tuesday, May 26
Women
of
First
Presbyterian Church will
District 17 Unit I Licensed
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Practical Nurses will have a
Farewell service honoring its second workshop on drug
Dean Hainsworth will be at and alcohol at the private
11:50 a.m. at the Mormon dining room of MurrayChapel, .520 South 16th Calloway County Hospital at
Street, Murray.
7 p.m.

Piano recital by Teresa
Ford and Claire Bell will be
Sunday,May 24
at 2:30 _ p.m. in Gleaners
Annual Senior Citizens Class
Day program will be at 3 Methodist Church. All
p.m. at St. John's Baptist friends are invited.
Church.
Monday,May 25
Adult Great Books DiscusHomecoming will be held sion Group will meet at 7
at Goshen United Methodist p.m. at the Annex of the
Church with Hamilton Calloway Public Library.
Brothers Quartet to sing in
afternoon.
Reservations for ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday
should be made by today
with Ann Uddberg, luncheon
chairman.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Tuesday,May 28
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World, will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Linda Fain.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Lillian Dunn at 7 p.m.
Calloway County Orchard
and Garden Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at the County Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, with Douglas
Johnson as guest speaker.

Group D of Ladies Beginning Tennis of Murray Country Club will play from 6 to 8
Murray TOPS (take off p.m. at the club.
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Parents Anonymous ,will
Aprmeet at 6:30 p.an.
mation call 753-5995 or 435Senior Citizens Centers
will be open as follows: Dexter at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 meet at 8 p.m. at the west
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. to 3 end of the Livestock and Exp.m.
position Center.

20T0 50%

DEAR ABBY, Everybody starts out by saying they have a
problem, and that's the way I am starting out, but don't
throw this away yet because I get better as I go along.
Experimental Aircraft
1Ha ha!)
I am a married man with three kids,9, 12 and 13. I always
Assocition Chaper No, 734
Frances
Drake
wanted to be a writer but I can't seem to break into the field.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
FOR SUNDAY,MAY24,1981
I bet I sent 100 short stories to different magazines, but I
Paris-Henry
County Airport,
tomorwill
of
day
What
kind
never heard back from nobody. A person would like to be row be? To find out what the SCORPIO
Paris,
Tenn.
For informaNov.
21)
(Oct.
23
to
think?
told what is wrong with their stuff, wouldn't you
Richard Pryor Is
stars say, read the forecast
You have a good idea, but if tion cal11-901-642-3735.
You must know a lot of big shots in the publishing given for your birth Sign.
you voice it prematurely,
business, Abby. Can't you put in a good word for me? I don't
others — out of jealousy — will
Murray High School Sprexpeck you to say I am any good unless you see some of my. ARIES
downgrade your perspective. ing Sports Barbecue will be
stuff, so I am sending you 26 stories I've wrote. If you are too (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 41"
41 % Be silent.
busy to write and tell me what you think of them, you can Socialize with others early
at 7 p.m. at the Murray High
.0440
call me up. I'm sending you my phone number, and if the in the day. Later, people could SAGITTARIUS
practice field.
4
Dec.
21)
'
22
to
(Nov.
line is busy, keep calling because my kids are on the phone a get on your nerves. News from
especially
Older friends are
lot. In the meantime, have you got any suggestions?
Douglas Center will be
friends and family should be helpful. The voice of exLOVES TO WRITE pleasant.
perience helps you to open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
TAURUS
understand.. Even so, late for activities by the Senior
DEAR LOVES: Please don't send me anything, (Apr.20 toMay 20) ticx, afternoon talks could bog
Citizens with lunch at 12
reading
unbecause my lawyer advises against
Your overall plan for suc- down.
noon. Square dancing will
published material. And in the meantime, don't help cess is
well-founded. CAPRICORN
not be held.
your kids with their English.
Therefore, you will not be in (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
the mood for compromise
Letting others in on a good
when others raise objections.
Hazel Center will be open
career opening is a sure way
DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old, and my parents force me GEMINI
from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acinvite
competition.
Be
to
710,9:00 - 2:00 Sat., Sun to go to church every Sunday.
(May 21 to June 20)
tivities
by the Senior Citizens
mid-evening
exabout
careful
I hate going to church because I see people there who I
Everything goes according
with lunch at 11:45 a.m.
know are drunkards, gossips, liars and cheats, and they are to your wishes regarding penditures.
Closed Monday Memorial Day
right there every Sunday saying their prayers and singing romance and good times. It AQUARIUS
Feb. 18)
Recovery, Inc., will meet
the hymns. I don't have any respect for hypocrites and our would be a shame to spoil this (Jan.20 to
A visit to a familiar haunt at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
church is full of them, my own parents ineluded.
with a flirtation.
refreshes the spirit. Minor
I am only 13, so maybe my opinion doesn't count, but I CANCER
problems with friends and lov- Center, North Seventh and
don't see any sense in my going to church with a bunch of (June21 toJuly 22) 0e) ed ones could dampen the Olive Streets.
hypocrites.
It would be unwise to act afternoon.
ONLY A BOY prematurely about a -honie PISCEZ
Cardiopulmonary
project, which will take time
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
resuscitation (CPR)
DEAR ONLY: Christ became a man at 13, and you to implement. Avoid risky
Follow through on plans to Classes,
sponsored by Red
are not too young to become a man either. One goes to moves regarding finances.
revise your investment struc- Cross
Chapter, will be from 6
church to learn about the Bible and the word of the LEO
ture, but don't expect
Downtown Murray
to 9 p.m. For information
Lord, although God dwells in one's heart, and it's pot ( July 23 to Aug.22)
everyone to agree with you.
The day begins smoothly. Minimize conflict.
call 753-1421.
necessary to "go" to church to communicate with
Later, you'll be surprised
him.
A church is not a museum for saints. It's a hospital when things don't go exactly
for sinners, so "judge not, lest ye be judged," young your way. Avoid complicated
(
tate Show Fri. & Sat.
power plays.
man.
VIRGO
Adult Entertainment
* * *
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
18 Or Over Only
You know what you want in
DEAR ABBY: Re that person who knew an editor who the realm of work projects and
.
xt
said he would fire any reporter who used the word "very" — financial success. Don't give
to
act
extemptation
to
the
in
they should substitute the word "damned",instead.
*Open Ever Nite*
Well, if they used my church title that wy, only a very pediehtly.
LIBRA
few parishioners would agree with him. Sign me. ,
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
THE
VERY
REV.
FATHER
DANIEL
D.
RESSETAR,
—Ends Thur.—
course will
HARRISBURG, PA. A conservative
work best in the long run.
Cheech and
Don't insist on immediate
Chong's Next
Movie
results. Second thoughts are
liable to prove faulty.
You're never too young or too old to learn how to
—and—
make people like you. Get Abby's new booklet of
III/. HI I • Ilat•I IttltS
practical advice. Send $1 and a stamped (35 cents),
FISsoy 121 S •753-3314
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Popularity, 132
L55 A Carload Tues.
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
Adults 115
Nursery 10
111)1LIRRAY
*Open Every Nits*
5-16-81
DRIVE
IN
,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Fri. thru Thur.
EQUIPPED WITH RA1,10 SOUND •
Flood, baby girl (Lisa) Rt.
JOHN
CAN
7, Mayfield.
JUST WHAT
MILLIKEN GIRL
BELUSHI AY KROYD
Milliken, baby girl (MarMr. and Mrs. Larry
WE ALL NEED...
sha)
621 Memorial Drive,
Milliken, 226 Memorial
A really good hit!
Drive, Paris, Tenn., an- Paris, Term.
Collier, baby girl (Nancy)
nounce the birth of a baby
General Delivery,Hardin.
girl, Bonnie Jo, weighing
DISMISSALS
eight pounds five ounces,
Mrs.
Bernice
A. Matthews,
born on Saturday, May 16, at
Rt.8, Benton; Mrs. Jennie L.
the Murray-Calloway CounPritchett, Rt, 1, Dexter;
ty Hospital.
Mrs. Marjorie Nell Duman,
The mother is the former
Marsha Herman. Grand- 3002 South 12th Street, Murparents are Mr. and Mrs. ray; Sammie F. Cook, 726
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE El
James Milliken and Mrs. Fairlane Drive, Murray;
Mrs. Opal E. Hill, Rt. 1,
Eunice Herman and the late
1st Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat. Nites
Puryear,
Term.
Joseph Vaden Herman.
Vincent K. Walter, Jr.,
3971 Cowing Road, Lake
good, N. Y.; Mrs. Barbara
Open Sat.23 till 7 p.m.
J. Phelps, 706 Olive Street,
Murray; Mrs. Hazel N.
.Canter, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Ormolus For(1)Fro.
Theresa A. Walker, CR Box
Pak:we Will Bo Sot. At
34, New Concord; Teri L.
6:30 atom. Bo Nero
Tabers, 2214 Gatesborogh
Or At Photo
Drive, Murray; Mrs. Penny
Gardner, 912 Bagwell Drive,
Murray.
Mrs. Frances E. Ezell, Rt.
•
1, Murray; Hoyt W.Jackson,
Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Wavel Cassity,'Rt. 1, Murray; Mrs. Pauline Edwards,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Harvey L
to
Cherry, Rt. 8, Murray;
William E. Hargan,
If Not In Stock We'll Be Nappy To Order
Mrs. Nonie M. Brandon,
Fern Terrace Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Virgie M.Thomas,
307 Fourth Street, Fulton;
Mrs. Catherine J. Brown,114
Store Hour;
Cavitt
Street, South Fulton,
Mon Wed Fri 10 a m 430 p.m
Tenn..; Mrs. Agnes F. Maier,
601 S.lith St.
Murray,Ky.
Saturday 10 a m• 6 pm
Rt. 6, Murray; Ertha L.
813 Coldwater Rd
Murray (y
Bradley, Rt. 4, Murray.
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Yellow & Blue Kenro•
& Fall Breckenridge

Mademoiselle
Shop

X

•

412,fick
nP

You au unakal la allow/ma

4

a

GRAND OPENING
May 21-24
Thurs.,Fri., Sat.,Sun

HOSPITAL NEWS

Pets

Weatte

Supplies

Grooming Supplies

eech/
"Th

THE BLUES
BROTHERS

Grooming
Available

Come In
And Register
For(1)One
Free
Pekapoo

Dis-Countess Ladies Apparel

I

0

Friday
Weekend
May

Clearance Sale

22 thru Monday May 25

All merchandise must go
make mom for new stock

I Name Brands Drastically Reduced

Gift Certificates
753-8619

Sharon's
House of Pets
Mon.-Sat.9-5 Sun. 1.5

d
Ci
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Company Trys To Beat'Ma Bell' At Her Game

MCI Sells Cheap Long-Distance Calls
BY DENISE FITZPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)—
"Reach out and touch someone, but do it for half of
what Bell charges," jibes a
five-column newspaper ad.
Join us for the Grand Opening May 23, 24, 25...
"Ma Bell hopes you don't
Saturuay/Sunday/Monday 10am-10pm!
read this," boasts another
promotion.
Over 26 major rides and games—Free picnic area—
So goes an advertising
Swimming—Camping.
campaign for MCI, a communications company that
began selling residential
long-distance
telephone ser($1.00 Parking fee per vehicle) FREE T-SHIRTS TO
vice in Kentucky's two
FIRST 1,000! REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES!
largest metropolitan areas
this month.
"It's not really a dog-eatFree Show—Monday,2pm
dog situation," said Mike
Gilnuire,.; MCI regional
Mm5Mer in 'Cincinnati. "It's
Five Groups Daily—Free!
just that we offer the same
service as Bell, but we do it
for about half the price."
To say the company has
Saturday/Sunday/Monday
3 FREE Shows Daily:
expanded in its 12-year existence, said Gilmore, is an
Saturday,
"understatement."
1:00-7pM e Free gifts
Today, with an estimated
to the first 500 children.
400,000 customers in 4,200
U.S. cities, MCI is being
referred to by some as
"Money Coming In," he
said.
MCI began offering its service to Kentucky businesses
Sunday, 1pm.
a year ago. Its current sales
Admission
thrust in the state is targeted
just $4.50
at the residential longdistance market in the
Louisville and Lexington
Bowling Green, Ky 502-842-8101
metro areas,said Gilmore.
"We haven't been able to
keep up with demand," said
Gilmore. "We signed up
between 1,000 and 1,500 new
customers the first week."
A Louisville newspaper
this week carried an ad
showing a comparison of
MCI's long-distance rates to
Bell's.
In all cakes, MCI's costs
were shown as substantially
I feel the office of sheriff will play a
lower.
To offer its service, MCI
very important role in the future of this
relies on its own computer
county in the next four years.
switching and microwave
As your candidate for sheriff. I feel
systems, but leases the local
the fundamental dutv is to serve the
telephone lines it needs to
make the system work from
people of Calloway County, to
Bell.
safeguard lives and property, to protect the innocent against
Long-distance calls over
deception, the weak against intimidation, the peaceful against
MCI must be placed on a
violence, and to respect the constitutional rights of all citizens to
pushbutton phone. The user
dials a local number that
liberty, equality, and justice.
hooks him up to a computer,
I will keep my private life unsullied as an example to all and be
then
punches a five-digit perconstantly mindful of the welfare of others. I will be honest in
sonal identification code.
thought and deed in both my personal and official life, exemplary
His call is relayed via
microwave tower, and goes
in obeying the law's of the state and the regulations of the office
out over local-phone lines to
of sheriff.
its
final destination.
With no compromise for crime and relentless prosecution of
Customers who want the
criminals, I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately
service all day pay a $10
without fear or favor, malice or ill will. never employing unmonthly fee. Those who want
night and weekend service
necessary force or violence and never excepting gratuities.
only Pay $5.
I humbly ask for your vote and confidence.
"We're like the airlines,"
said Gary Tobin, public relations officer at MCI's
Washington, D.C., home office. "Bell is the only way to
get to the airport. When you

• FREE ADMISSION!
• FREEFALL EXHIBITION

•Jokifiet,,,m7EftT-P-2M!!F ALIT

get there, there's a number
of airlines you can choose
from. then you have to take
Bell to your final destination
after you get off."
That's where the rub
comes in, since Bell, forced
by -law to lease its lines to
smaller companies like MCI.
is losing the long-distance
business it could have had.
"It's always easy to kick
Bell in the shins," said Roy
McAllister, spokesman for
South Central Bell in
Louisville. "People see it as
one of those big, bad companies."
But McAllister said wise
btaxers should still compare
Bell with MCI before opting
forthe new service.

He also claims that MCI
did not pick Bell's lowest
rate to use as a comparison
in its ad. "There's no doubt we have
lost some money from this,"
said McAllister, who said no
specific revenue figures are
available for MCI's impact
on his company's profits.
He said the main reason
Bell objects to MCI is that
the smaller company is
skimming the cream from
the communications pail by
specializing in the highprofit end of the industry.
Bell uses its long-distance
profits to subsidize local
home telephone service, ht
said. I - I
'starweprufits dr
.

rate has to increase.
A recent U.S. Appeals
Court ruling that MCI is entitled to keep operating is
now being appealed by Bell,
said McAllister.

But MCI will continue to
point out to potential
customers they can "reach
out and touch someone, but
don't knock them halfway
across the room when they
get the bill," said Gilmore

RE-ELECT

-

C.C. LOWRY
To
City Council
Vote No. 17
Last Name On Ballot
PAID F OR EIY THE C ANDIDA I ArOgrr-

• CARLA WALLENDA'S FAMOUS
AERIAL THRILL SHOW

• THE AMAZING SPIDERMAN

• DRAG
RACES

PAID FOR BY CANDIDATE

ELECT

COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY
CALLOWAY and MARSHALL
COUNTIES

MELVIN B. HENLEY FOR MAYOR
AREA DEVELOPMENT FUND GRANT
This $65,000 grant was used to help construct
new City Garage and Sanitation Department
facilities, with a gasoline and diesev fuel dispensing depot.This has resulted in more efficient use
of motor fuel and better maintenance for City
vehicles, waking them last longer.

LAW ENFORCEMENT GRANT
A $20,000 grant was used to upgrade the Police
and Fire Communications facilities, assuring better
response time. The 911 Emergency Number is a
result of this facility upgrading.

LOCAL PLANNING ASSISTANCE
This $14,000 grant has been used in the City Planning Department to pay for services which would
have used local tax money otherwise. The local tax
money has then been diverted to street repair and
other projects.

Your City Works
Over $3 000,009 in Grant Money in Three Years

Re-Elect Henley
Feld few emailltere

e•-•Iset Illealey Mayer,David Swat tremnor

MIKE WARD has deep roots in Calloway Co.
MIKE WARD is the ONLY candidate who is a native,
of Calloway County. „
MIKE WARD'S parents, Jack and Milly Ward, and
grandparents, H.B. (Henry) and Lillian Rhodes and
Lennis and Hilda Ward, are all native Calloway Countians.
MIKE WARD is concerned about Calloway Co.!
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Thoughts
In Season

Opinion Page
•

Editorial

Vietnam Too
Little Appreciated
The sixth anniversary of the by these Americans ought to
fall of Saigon, an event that evoke something other than a
58,095 American servicemen sense of national guilt. Pride
gave their lives to prevent,is a would be a better word.
fitting occasion to remark
But the politics of the Vietonce again that their sacrifice
t Jiam War,and
and that of the 155,419 U.S. ser- of tiltIndochinese left behirid
vicemen seriously wounded to suffer its aftermath, are induring the Southeast Asian cidental to the debt Americans
conflict has been too little ap- owe to those of their counpreciated by a nation only trymen who served when callrecently willing to think again ed.
about the Vietnam ordeal.
That debt abides, and cannot
be cancelled by newspaper
But history is an evolving
presidential
editorials,
process and public percepeven a fairer
statements,
or
tions do change. The nation
veterans
benefits
allotment
of
now has a president who
declares publicly that the for those who served in
Vietnam effort, however Southeast Asia.
mismanaged, was an
What most Vietnam
honorable struggle for a noble veterans want,and deserve,is
cause. Such plain-spoken public recognition of their conassertions are a far cry from tribution. The effusive
Jimmy Carter's 1977 delcara- welcome accorded the former
tion that the nation shared a hostages upon their return
measure of "guilt" for having from Iran served as a painful
fought in Vietnam.
reminder to Vietnam veterans
of the thanks they never
received.
The nearly 1 million
refugees who have fled the
We are pleased to note that
totalitarian hell imposed on growing numbers of
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos Americans seem newly cognisince 1975 are living testament zant of the nation's 2.5 million
to the tragedy that a genera- Vietnam veterans, and of the
tion of Americans in uniform appreciation they are most
fought to resist. The price paid certainly due.

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maup

Help
As I mentioned last week,,.the
Calloway County Cemetery book is on
its way to the printers. I finally ended
up with about 225 cemeteries, ranging
from those with one,stone to those
with several graves but no tombstones, all the way to the Murray City
Cemetery, which covers over 100
pages of text.
This project has taken about five
years to complete and I still am not
satisfied that I have found every
cemetery in the county. But according
to the law of averages, there can't be
very many that remain unfound.
Now that the woOt is completed,
however,I am faced with the problem
of getting it printed. Printing costs
have almost doubled in the last year,
a fact that I suspected but have now
confirmed. And, because of the
budget debates in Washington, I find
myself in the position of being ternporarly unemployed — at least until
our representatives decide how they
are going to apportion the money
which pays for grants such as the one
I work on.
So here I am, with a book that needs
to be paid for that people are waiting
for, and insufficient money to pay for
it. If I could do it, I would put all my
salary into the project and have faith
that enough books will sell immediately so that I could pay my living expenses. But next month, when it
will be time to pay the printer, I won't
have a salary to do this with.
As of now, I have about 20 prepaid
book orders', and I know that there are
many more people who want the book
but who would prefer to see it first
before purchasing it. This is the ideal
way of doing. But unless I can have
some kind of guarantee that I will immediately get enough to pay for the
printing costs, I may have to wait until I have enough money of my own or
enough orders to pay for it. A good
portion of my books are sold to state
and university libraries. however,
they are a little slow in-actually paying, — they order the book and then
send payment a month or two later.
This is what I have always done and in
the past it has been satisfactory. But
the situation noW is a little different.
I believe in the importance of what
the Kentucky Historical Society is doing in gathering information about all
the Kentucky ancestors.butied.in the
state. And it would greatly depress
me to have to see all the work that has
gone into this come for nothing. So I
am appealing to anyone who read
this: if you know you are going to get
this book as soon as it is done, please
let me know now. Just drop me a note
at P. 0. Box 954 or at the Ledger &
Times. Or call me at home.
If you will do this, you will be

assured of a copy when it is done, and
I will be assured that I will be able to
pay for the printing costs. This work is
more than a hobby to me — it's
,something that I truly believe is worthwhile. But it is definitely not a
money-making venture. All I want to
do is be able to pay for the books so
that all the people who have family
buried in the county and want a
record of this will be able to have it.
When I started this column four
years ago,I dealt mostly with general
historical topics. But gradually, as I
started receiving letters from people,
I realized that it had developed into
something more. Now, each week
when I sit down at the typewriter, I
feel like I'm writing a letter to my
family at home, keeping in touch and
talking about interests we share. And
that's what I'm doing now; I'm
writing home and saying, "Help; I
have a problem and need your help in
solving it." Please don't let me down.

5A3

ii
1981 MeNaught 9888 18.

Bible Thought
And Moses said unto God, Who am
I that I should go unto Pharaoh, andthat I should bring forth the children
of Israel out of Egypt? Exodus 3:31
When we realize that we cao do
no good thing in ourselves it becomes
very easy to look to God for total
leade•ship in our day to day living.

Economy:Better Or Worse?
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Just about
everyone agrees inflation is too high,
money too tight and jobs too scarce.
Some even say the economy is
downright depressed. But practically
no one can figure out whether things
are getting better or worse.
Even the nation's economists,
whose job it is to make sense of such
things, are divided on the question of
whether the economy is growing or
slackening.
Says Karan Wasserman, an
economist at Chemical Bank in New
York: "I think economic expansion is
here, and it's going to be with us for a
while."
Says Ralph Fletcher Jr., the senior
economist at Industrial National

Funny,
Funny World
In Seattle, a gasoline company aniounced that because of their increased
profits they felt compelled to do,
iomething for the ciinsumer. They'ru
40ing Lo close earlier.
Doug Larson: The money you savc
after the kids have left- home and the
mortgage is paid off disappears into tile
same abyss that swallowed what you
saved after quitting cigarettes.

Bank of Rhode Island: "I'm in the month ago the department had said
camp that says the economy is slow- GNP rose at annual rate of 6.5 pering.
,
cent. The new estimate put the
The disagreements abound. But number at 8.4 percent, an extraordon't turn to the government for a dinarily large revision and evidence
clearer picture; its economic reports that the economy expanded at a
this past week varied enough to sup- remarkably strong pace in the first
three months of the year.
port just about any forecast.
But later in the week it was reported
On Monday the Commerce Department provided some evidence that the that new factory orders for durable
economy was losing steam, reporting goods dropped slightly in April.
that personal income for April rose by Because the decline followed a strong
the smallest rate since last June. It increase the previous month, it was
also reported that personal consump- taken as a sign that the economy was
tion spending — which represents slowing.
Finally, on Friday, the Labor
about twothirds of the nation's total
output of goods and services — show- Department reported that inflation as
ed the weakest gain since last May.
measured by the Consumer Price InA day later came a signal of unex- dex slowed to a 5.1 percent annual
pected strength in the economy. The rate in April.
Commerce Department revised upIt all adds up to a lot of uncertainty.
ward its estimate of first-quarter And that means trouble for the credit
growth in gross national product. A markets and for businesses as well.
Meanwhile, among othsx, business
and economic developments this past
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed week:
—Economy Savings & Loan of
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's Chicago shut its doors. The Federal
address and phone number must be Savings & Loan Insurance Corp.
included for verification. The phone began paying about 660 million to insured depositors.
number will not be published.
—Most of the nation's retailers
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible reported improved earnings in the
and should be on topics of general first quarter.
—An OPEC agreement to cut oil
interest.
production
appea4ed more likely after
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter • and Saudi Arabia backed.off from its demand that other countries first cut
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: their prices.
—International Harvester Co.
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
posted a 979.2 million loss for the seTimes, Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
cond quarter ended April 30.
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, May 23, the
143rd day of 1981. There are 222 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 23, 1937, the Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of the
Social Security Act.
On this date:
In 1701, Captain William Kidd was
hanged in London after being convicted of piracy and murder.
In 1788, South Carolina became the
eighth state in the Union.
In 1939, Britain's Parliament approved a plan for an independent
Palestine by 1949.
And in 1960, Israel announced that
former Nazi official Adolf Eiclunann
had been captured in Argentina and
would be tried in Israel as a war
criminal.
Ten years ago: The Death toll was
put at 1,000 in an earthquake that
destroyed the town of Bingol in
eastern Turkey.
Five years ago: Six hijackers exploded grenades in airliner at Zamboanga in the Philippines, setting the
plane afire. Ten hostages and three hijackers were killed.
One year ago: The inflation rate
eased significantly for the first time in
more than a yearjouthe emerging
recession held consumer prices to a
ninetenths of a percent rise.
Today's birthday: British
economist and writer Barbara Ward
is 67.
Thought for today: A child educated
only at school is an uneducated child.
— George Santayana, Spanish poetphilosopher (1863-1952).

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Sgt. Walter M.King will leave about
June 1 for a tour of duty with the
United States Army in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Wallace
Houston,89.
Ray Smith, senior at Murray High
School, has been awarded a four-year
Naval ROTC scholarship to attend the
University of Louisville. He is the son
of Mra.Quava Smith of Murray.
Richard Lee Hall, Murray High
School senior, and Linda Arnold,
Calloway County High School senior,
have been presented scholarships to
Murray State University by the Murray Lions Club. Frank Fazi of the club

40 Years Ago
made the presentations.
New officers of the Murray
Business and Professional Women's
Club installed at the meeting held at
the Murray Woman's Club House
were Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, Mrs. Vernon
Nance, Mrs. Alberta Korb, Mrs.
LaVanch Turner, and Mrs. Madelle
Talent.
Mrs. Carla Rexroat scored a holein-one while playing golf at the Murray Country Club, and Hardin Morris
scored a hole-in-one while playing golf
at the Oaks Country Club over the
weekend.

20 Years Ago

Wintry Ledger dr Times

ly Kea Wolf
The word "fanatic" conjures up an
image of someone who is at best insistent and at worst downright obnoxious
In seeking to persuade you of the truth
of his opinion.
Gifted wordsmith Winston Churchill
once described a fanatic as someone
"who can't change his mind and won't
change the subject." The playwright
Oscar Wilde added that "the worst
vice of the fanatic is his sincerity."
But perhaps the most accurate
description is this one from the
American social critic Peter Finley
Dunne:
A fanatic is a man who does what
he thinks the Lord would do if he
knew the facts of the case.

at the club house are Mrs. James
Rudy Allbritten, Mrs. Howard Olila,
Mrs. John Pasco, Mrs. A. W. Russell,
Mrs. Charles Clark, and Mrs. C. C.
Lowry.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Simmons and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs.Owen Henderson.
Elected as cheerleadecA at Murray
State College were Alice Itcks, Gene
Foster, Janice Cherry, Beverly
New officers of the Murray Kingcade, Marsha Chumbler, Pinky
Woman's Club installed by Mrs. Myr- Nelson, Arlene Hodge,and Gay!Herrtle J. Wall at the dinner meeting held ington.

Dr. Howard Titsworth, district
operating chairman, presided 'at the
meeting of the Chief Chennubby
District Committee of Boy Scouts of
America held May 19 at the Calloway
County Health Center.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Abner Lassiter.
Felix E. Darnell, 29, has died from
injuries received in a tractor accident
five days ago.

30 Years Ago
The Resuscitator fund drive went
over the top today with several
generous donors completing the fund.
This piece of speciiiI
be used by the Murray Rescue Squad.
Phyllis Farmer Herrold of Murray
was named as "Mids Body Beautiful"
and Jim Slattery as "Mr. Body
Beautiful" at the Water Carnival held
at Murray State College.
A feature story on George Dudley
Johnson, Frigidaire dealer, written
by Frieda Jones,is published today.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.

and Mrs. Ed F. Settle on May 16 and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Percy Williams
on May 18.
About -2,00G Shriner's itill meet In
Murray on May 30 for the Spring
Ceremonial with A. 0. Woods as the
general chairman for the local event.
The Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls was instituted here bY the Supreme Inspector, according to a story written
by Nettie Klapp, reporter for Murray
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star.

In a sweltering rain the mercury
rose May 21 to the 93 mark to establish
a new high record for the current
season, according to a report by
Cooperative Observer Ralph Wear of
the United States Weather Bureau
Climatological Service.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Lucy Buriceen, 72, and Eugene
Woodall.
A grant of $7,278 has been approved
for the project of construction of 150
sanitary toilets in the southwest section of Calloway County.
Chief W. B. Parker of the local
police force plans to attend a police
conference at Paducah on June 12. He
said today that the local force will be
placed on a full cooperation basis with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation in
order to combat out forces detremental to federal defense.
Marion Murdock, 4-H club member
from Lynn Grove, was selected during Rally Day May 17 to represent

Calloway County in the style revue of
Junior Week at Lexington June 9 to 14.
Post 73 of the American Legion,
Murray, will be represented at the
Bluegrass Boys State in Bowling
Green, June 8 to 14, by Bill Ed Hendon, according to Makd Erwin,
commander-in-chief of Post 3.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mathis
and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Fred Cook.
The annual recital of music pupils
of Miss Lillian Watters and expression pupils of Mrs. Will H. Whitnell
will be held May 27 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
New red potatoes are listed as selling for four cents per pound in the ad
for Swann's Grocery this week.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Washington Melodrama" with
Frank Morgan, Ann Rutherford, Kent
Taylor, Dan Dailey, Jr., Lee
Bowman, Fay Holden, and Virginia
Grey.

50 Years Ago
Loose leaf floor sales in Murray for
the 1931 season were brought to a
close on May 18 with sales for the
season just a little short of the six
million pounds of tobacco.
Mildred Farris is valedictorian and
Mary Frances Miller is salutatorian
of the 1931 graduating class of Murray
High School.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Maude Garrison, 26, James
William Broach, 18, Mrs. Nora
Savage, 48, Judge J. A. Edwards, W.
A. Carrico, and Mrs. Clemmie
Broach.
Several thousand persons drove
down-to EgiViert- Ferry during tifk
day on Sunday to witness construction
of the highway bridge across the Tennessee River.
The district homemakerg camp will
be held at Lynn Grove July 6 to 10.
State specialists will be here to conduct the camp.
Mrs. William H. Mason is attending
the 38th annual convention of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs at

Frankfort. She is governor of the first
district and president of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Frances Helen Linn was crowned as
queen of the May Day program held
on the campus of Murray State
Teachers College.
Marriages announced this week include Ocie Coleman to Rex Diuguid on
May 1.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cleaver
on May 15.
The Pleasant Valley Baseball Team
wortthe championship of the Calloway
County Nines. Team members pictured include W. Dill, H. Bailey, R.
Bucy,E. Kimbro, F. H. Spiceland, M.
Elkins, A Cunningham, H. Elkins, D.
Melton, L. Roberts, R. Barrett, P.
Boatwright, R, McCage, and C.
Salyer.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is
"The Easiest Way" starring Constance Bennett and Robert Mon•
tgomery.

Memorial Day 10-6
Open Daily 9-9
Sunday 1 2-6
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Stock Up On Paper Goods

/ Our Reg.4.87

Our Reg.94C, Bolt' 1-ply towels
50 sheets, 42-sq.-ft...
. 66c
Our Reg.94,Pkg. of 140, 1-ply
paper napkins. 13x12'/4" ea ,58C
Our Reg. 94C, Pkg. a 80
durable paper plates in large,
9" size. White
68C

43.22

50 Trash Can Liner
Plastic. 20-30gal. size, 1.5 mil.

Your
Choice
Save On Household Staples
Our Reg. 654, Pkg of 50, 6.4-oz.
plastic-foam cups,for hot or cold
44C
drinks
Our Reg. 18C, Pkg. of 24, ,9-ot
44C
plastic cups in colors
household
12"x25'
58C,
Our Reg.
aluminum foil. 25-sq.- ft. roll, 44C

Banana Lounger

Multi Position
Easy To Store
Padded Headrest

15.88.

Weather-resistant
Chair Or Chaise
Folding furniture of
plastic webbing-on
aluminum frame

Your Choice

Our
Reg.
5.97
Canvas Handbags
Bags with contrasting trim, pockets

3.97

Bandanna Scarves
24x24" square coton
Colors

4-ply Polyester
Cord Whitewalls
Our Reg 37 76- A78x 1

Larger Sizes at
Comparable Prices

Our Reg. 2.37 Ea.
03.u9r7Reg.

BABY DOLL PAJAMAS
Many styles, fashion colors 100% nylor
S-M-L

$3

Pair
Beach Thongs Sale
Nylon/suede thong,
multicolor bottom.

Knee-hi Nylons
Comfort top
Sheer nylon/
spandex

13x19" Place Mats
Acrylic/polyester with cotton
fringe. Save

All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each
Mounting included
No trade-in required

Beach Towels

Asst. Styles
Style Shown For
Display Only

EXTIMOR

INWOOD
smth
:
"4.57
Our Reg

2.38
32-oz.• Nested°
Iced tea mix.
Sugar and lemon flavored.
'Net wt.

1.67

K mart' 5-60 Battery

2.97.
Table Cover Set
White paper,
plastic back. 8
. napkins.

DEVELOP AND PRINT
iroirrinritil,
.1),1 ,1•4?1,41/
i'441.41111Z11:4
....1111,111

2 Days Only

7.96

Our
9.95

Redwood Stain
Latex. Protects
and restores redwood beauty.

AMP ili•nri
.
4
1
"
.. ‘'.14"AM/el/I
'

On Sale Sun.
Sale Price

Our Reg.30.97

up to
12-EXp.

2.47

up to

20-Exp. 3.77

SLIDE AND MOVIE
PROCESSING
Process 20-exp.
Slide or
SAIM Movie Film
For

Badminton Set
4 racquets, 2 shuttlecocks, 20)(1 1/2"
net.

Our 21.88)0
1 .
Sale Price

up to

36-Exp.6.47
'C-41 PROCESS FillAS ONLY
C-22. AM 400SUGHTLY MORE

Process 36-exp.
Slide Film

Filter

Sisrviciss Include:
I. Oil change(Use up to 5 qts.K mart
10W40
2. Install I K mart' brand oM filter
3. Chassis lubrication (fittings •xtra)

BELIEVE
This PRICE
CAM2.

24-Exp. 4.47
up to

Monro-Matic ° Shocks
Heavy duty For
many U.S. and foreign cars

7.88
Oil tube

L000, Include:4
Acildironoi porrs\
a.
or services ext,

Volleyball Set
Steel poles, nylon
wouhd net Volley
boll
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Murray Business News Briefs
Thomas Completes Seminar
Store Will Be Expanded

Wal-Mart Buys Murray Roses
Also featured will be a fullChairman and chief executive officer Sam 'M. line fabric and accessory
Walton, of Wal-Mart Stores, department, wearing apInc. has announced the ac- parel for every member of
quisition of the Roses store, the family along with an infant department called
U.S.641, Murray.
Construction will begin in "Baby World."
Customers may choose to
June to expand the store
with a projected date of com- take advantage of th5.4_
Mastercharge orkay
pletion set for October.
Wal-Mart Discount City plans available at the stores.
stores are designed as one- The Murray store will instop family shopping clude an enclosed seasonal
centers, featuring a variety area for customer's shoppof merchandise in 36 depart- ing convenience.
currently
including Wal-Mart
ments
housewares, automotives, employs over 28,000 people
sporting goods, jewelry, operating throughout an 11electronics, horticulture and state area. At year-end 1980,
there were 330 Wal-Mart
health and beauty aids.

ELECT

JIM D. IRBY
MAGISTRATE
4TH DISTRICT

stores open and approximately 32 million shares of
Wal-Mart stock outstanding,
trading on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Presently there are WalMart stores in Alabama,
Arkansas, Illinois, •Kansas,
Kentucky,
Louisiana,
, Missatiri;
Cklahoma, Tennessee and
exas.
The first Wal-Mart Discount City store was opened
in Rogers, Ark., in 1962 by
co-founders Sam and J.L.
"Bud" Walton. The original
goals of offering quality,
name-brand merchandise at
overyday, few discount
prices are still the basis for
Wal-Mart's operation today.
Friendly customers service
and "Guaranteed Customer
Satisfaction" have helped
Wal-Mart to become
recognized as one of the national leading regional discdtuit store chains.
Jack Shewmaker, - Presi-

dent of the company, said
the Murray store will
employ approximately 90
area residents. Additional
help will be hired during
peak seasons. Prior to the
store's opening date, interview dates and locations will
be announced by the local
media.
Wal-Mart is headquartered in Bentonville,
Ark., where General Offices
and three of the company's
distribution centers ate
located. Another distribution
center is located in Searcy,
Ark., and a fifth center opened in March 1981 at
Palestine, Texas, adding
520,000 square feet of additional warehouse space to
accommodate the company's growing trade area.
Wal-Mart anticipates .an
exciting future in Murray.
We are looking forward to
serving the merchandising
needs of the Murray community.

American Television and
Communications Corporation (ATC), the nation's
largest cable television company announced today that
Ken Thomas, Manager of
Murray Cablevision has
completed a two day
management seminar conducted at ,Murray State
University.
The seminar, which
covered the latest information available on the operaan of cable television

PAID FOR BY FRIENDS

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

OPEN HOUSE — The Mur-Cal Apartments will,hold an open house from 1 p.m. to
5 Sunday, according to apartment manager Brenda Jones.

Licensed For

There's a

Farmowners
Shield for you too

The Mur-Cal Apartmentr on U.S.- 641 North, will hold 5Sunday.
located behind Cain's *AMC an open house from 1 p.m. to
The public is invited to attend. Tours of-"apartiments
wiy be given,soft drinkswill
KEEP THAT GREAT
be served and a $50 gift cu.GM FEELING WITH
tificate ylli be presented.
GENUINE GM PARTS.
.
.
The 48-unit complex'
features one, two and three
bedroom apartments and
apartments designed to accommodatelhe elderly and
the handicapped.

YOU CAN
DO IT TOO!
HERE'S A SENSIBLE
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM
THAT REALLY WORKS!

1

I hove been on diets on mx1 off since the eighth grade.4 have lost and
regained hundreds of pounds; I'm
sure. I tried shots, drugs and pills
and hod been on every fad diet from
grapefruit to. low carbohydrate. I
lost weigh?, but in 'every case I
would gain it right -bock and more
Wen my sister told me about Diet
Center.4he was on the program and
looked grelf. I decided to give it a
try and went from 198 pounds to
138 in just.3 rrionthi and from size
20 to 12.
Sbirley Root

NT THE Lo
AL

DIET
CENTER
INC.

753.0020
Walnut Plaza
Suite 203
5th & Walnut

NOW'S THE TIME
TO SUMMERIZE:
The summer cooling season will soon be here,
and now is a great time to turn your home into an
energy saver. Caulking, weatherstripping,
-insulation, and storm windows save you money
on cooling costs as well as
your heating costs.

According to apartment
manager Brenda Jones, the
units range from $165 to $213.

I've Got
The Shield

1979 Cutlass Supreme

SEE
DAN hicNUTT
Itettint
i4a

2 door, green, light green vinyl roof, power steering,
power brakes, air condition, 32.xxx miles, power windows, cruise, rally wheels; sport stripes.
, $5977.00

.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Inc. •

SHILL D
Of
SHELTER

753-2617

641 South, Murray

7S3-044S
Glenda Anderson Secretory

•

Apartments Set Open House

Murray. Ky.

(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL BLDG,

AND I'VE NEVER
FELT BETTER,

Lisa Hunter
Scholarship Program for a
total of nearly he a million
dollars.
Stanley Home Products,
Inc. is the world's largest independent
company
Manufacturing' and selling
household cleaning and good
grooming products featuring
the party plan. STANLEY
products are sold in the
United States and through.
subsidiaries- gin .Brazil,
Canada, ChilerFrance, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Puerto
Rico, Spain and Venezuela.
There are also,independent
distributorships in the Caribbean area and Central
America.

SHERIFF

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN

IN JUST 12

Lisa Gaye Hunter, college of their choice. To
Mayfield, daughter of Mr. date, students have
and Mrs. Herman Hunter, is benefited from the Stanley
a recipienst of a Stanley
Home Products, Inc. $1,000
scholarship._Mrs. Hunter is a
Group Leader selling
STANLEY products.
Fifty scholarships have
been awarded nationwide in
this year's .competition.
Stanley scholarship winners
were selected on the basis of
test scores, grades,
biographical information,
and secondary school
reports, and may attend the

DAVID
BALENTINE

Call 436-2372

I LOST 60 POUNDS

Lisa Hunterts,Stanley
Scholarship Winner

VOTE NO.1
In Exeerience
VOTE NO.2
On The Ballot
ELECT

Commercial & Residential

systems, is a part of the munications company, ATC 1.4 million basic subscribers
recurrent training for has cable operations in 33 on its 126 cable systems and
system managers according states and over-the-air pay franchises and over 1 million
to ATC Regional Manager television operations in six of,pay subscriptions, ATC is
Craig McCrystal.
the nation's largest urban the largest multiple system:
System Managers worked communities. With well over cable operator in the nation.
with experts in engineering,
management,
and
marketing to develop a better understanding of the
latest concepts which will
enable the system manager
WEEKS
to better serve his communiAT DIET CENTER!
ty.
A diversified telecom-

SOON roil
SHE!TER MK
COMPANY

GINIRA I. MOTORS Hum

c&,
d

ntirts1014

The apartments are
energy-efficient and have its
own heat pumps. The units
are carpeted, color cootdinated and feature central heating and air conditioning. •
•,
Office hour's are,from 11
a.m.to 2 p.m. or by appointment.'For more information
about the apartments, call
Jones at 759-4984.

•
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We at the

*NOTICE*

Bank of Murray

Murray High
Will Have It's
Spring Sports
Barbecue
Monday Night
7:00 P.M.
At Murray High's
Practice Field

offer our

Congratulations
to
Lisa Gaye Hunter
Wal-Mart
Mur-Cal Apartments
f
tWflI.

0..41.

•

Hot Dogs, Hamburgers
Awards & Fun

Don't put it off any longer. Call today for free
rmation on how to make your home more
mfortable and energy-efficient.

In

Tv4

Murray Electric
System
401 011v•

7534312

, •=
5,
c

$
"
1
1
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Your Individual
Hiroscope
Drake
_ FraaLes
FOR MONDAY,MAY 25, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

AQUARIUS
(Jan.20toFeb. 18) —
Romance and social life are
quite pleasant now, but a nagging problem at home still has
to be dealt with. Evening
favors relaxation.
PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
You'll enjoy privacy now,
but don't lash out at someone
who phones you at the wrong
time. Let inner peace reflect
outwardly.
YOU BORN TODAY are artistic as well as scientific. You
have the ability to commercialize these gifts and will
have success in research, acting, music, 'painting and
writing.
Somewhat
philosophic by nature, you
often chose a creative medium
through which to express your
insights. Other possible vocations for you include law,
religion, psychology, architecture, engineering and politics.
,Develop a sense of humor and
you'll overcome a tendency to
fall into the doldrums.

ARIES
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19) EYb
k4
A pleasant invitation could
arrive now. Ytaill hear from
someone dear to you. A small
financial problem could excite
tempers.
TAURUS
‘47
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 42
Don't argue for your rights
concerning a career development. Honey works better
than vinegar in this case. Expect financial gain.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) Distant interests are
favored, yet your wheeling
' and dealing X•ould cause some
unpleasantness with those
nearby.Stay aboveboard.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 22) ISO
Though your overall financial picture will improve now,
there still could be an argument with a friend.
Remember to count your
blessings.
LEO
(July23 to Aug. 22) 4r2skQ
A pleasant invitation to a
social gathering needn't cause
an argument between you and
a loved one. Stress cooperaLEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
tion with close ties.
Fayette District Judge John
VIRGO
Adams scheduled a June 11
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP
hearing for Urban County
Though you'll get along with
higher-ups now; the same isn't Councilman Joe Jasper on a
true of your relations with co- misdemeanor drug charge.
It was the fifth arrest since
workers. Don't „play oneupmanship.
October for Jasper, who is
LIBRA
seeking re-election from the
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
3rd District in Tuesday's
You have mixed feelings
about a date, which will work primary election. The
out all right, as long as you previous arrests involved indon't argue about costs. toxication charges.
"". Jasper, 43, pleaded innoUtilize creativity.
cent Thursday to possession
SCORPIO
of a Schedule II non-narcotic
(Oct.23 to Nov:21)
identified
as dextroamAvoid negative thinking
about a *domestic matter and phetamine sulfate.
It allegedly was found in
you'll find things are not so
bad:- Stress the positive in Jasper's possession after he
dealing with others.
was arrested for failing to
pay a fine.
SAGITTARIUS
ujiraiii0
Adams found Jasper in
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
contempt
of court Thursday
Romantic introductions are
and
fined
him
$50 for failing
likely now. Enjoy social life,
but don't let a tension-laden to pay the $100 fine as
work situation escalate into an ordered April 14 when he
argument.
pleaded guilty to a publicCAPRICORN
intoxication charge.
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19)
Jasper was released
After much debate over
Thursday
afternoon after
alternative plans, you'll come
up with-a winning solution that paying $175.50 .in fines and affects your work status and court costs, according to jail
financial prospects.
records.

nap

Nursery Owner Arrested On Molestation Charges
LAS ANGELES(AP) — A
nursery school owner was
arrested
on
childmolestation charges after
police discovered 4,000
photographs of nude
children at his home, police
said.
The arrest followed a complaint by one mother who
said her 3-year-old daughter
told her one morning as she
was being dressed that "Mr.
James does this to me, but
he makes me lay down. If
I'm good he gives me a
cookie to eat, but it's so hard
to eat a cookie while I'm laying down on the sofa."
E. James Meacham,
operator of the Isabel's
Nursery School, was booked
Friday for investigation of 18
felony counts of child
molestation. He was released on $45,000 bond.
Jacqueline Connor, director of the district attorney's
sexual crimes program,said
the charges are based on
allegations that Meacham
undressed and touched each
of 18 children in the process
of taking their photographs.

Efforts to reach Meacham
were unsuccessful.
"He surrendered to us
here at Palter Center this
afternoon and brought an attorney and a bail bondsman
along," said Detective Bill
Dworin.
The nursery school, run by
Meacham and his wife,
Isabel, was shut down Monday by the local Community
Care Licensing Agency after
police reported finding the
photos of nude children from
the ages of3 to 6.
The Los Angeles Herald
Examiner said Friday a 24yearold mother, who was not
identified, told the
newspaper she became concerned about the behavior of
her 3-year-old daughter, who
was enrolled in the school in
mid-March.
The mother said her
daughter criedalmost every
morning when she was
driven to the school and
acted afraid when she left .
the house on other occasions.
"There were a lot of

Fayette District
Candidate Top
Judge Sets
Councilman Hearing Mayoral Spender

leja

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) —
Scotty Baesler has spent
$45,544 since April 1 in his
quest for mayor of Lexington, making him the
leading spender among
Fayette County candidates
in Tuesday's primary election, according to a
campaign-spending report.
Baesler reported raising
$47,242 since entering the
race. William Hoskins, considered Baesler's chief opponent, reported raising and
spending nothing before
April 21. Since then, Hoskins
reported raising $30,585 and
spending $7,057.95.
MAKING WAVES
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
There are about 35 radio stations in almost every major
metropolitan area of the
United States, according to
Jim Hill of the News-Sports
Radio Network.
The three largest radio
markets, New York, Los
Angeles and Chicago, have
66,62 and 50 stations respectively.

temper tantrums and things
like that,," the mother said.
"I had to protect her. When
we went places she held onto
me."
She told the newspaper she
called police after her
daughter made the comment
on the morning of April 26
about being undressed at
school.
"I was very upset," the
mother told the newspaper.
"It's a hard thing to believe,
but I don't think children can
make up things like that."
The
4,000
slide
photographs found at the

Meacham home allegedly complaints about the school drew complimentary
were of children formerly or in previous years. Inspection remarks from
state
currently cared for at the reports show that the facility evaluators.
school.
Mrs. Meacham has denied
any knowledge of the
I Wye bed eight
photographs, prosecutors
years erreeriente Wins
Ned ersittobefise reeds.
said. She was not charged
with any wrongdoing,
VOTE
Dworin said.
The nursery school, in
business seven years, was
licensed to handle as many
as 45 children at a time,from
fer
ages 2through 9.
AlegIstrets-41strld 2
Katherine Lester of the Veer
Vete awl Inflows WM I. Appreciated
licensing agency said her ofPod Br Corihrlore
fice had received only minor
*****
*************WWWW*****WW
For all your Travel
Reservations Coll

LOUIE B.
VALENTINE

CORRECTION
In Friday's paper of
array Ledger and Times
hone number in Davi
&Ingham's ad was Incorrect
should have read:

7'6

:****************************

COMPARE THE
CANDIDATES FOR
DISTRICT JUDGE
QUALIFICATIONS
Age
Experience in Practice of Law
Experience as Prosecutor
Military Service
•roRerty owners ip
Marital Status
Volunteer Service
benefitting the
community
Birthplace

DAVID C. BUCKINGHAM

BILL PHILLIPS

29

47

3 Years Total

20 Years Total

3 Years working for Max Parker as
his assistant

10 Years as City Prosecutor

None
None
Bachelor
No Information Available
Calloway Co.

The Office of District Court Judge
needs exporience and maturity
Paid for b Leon Phdlirs, Rt. 4, Treasurer

2 Years with the Army in Europe
Homeowner
Married 3 children

Thank You
Loyd Arnold

Senior Citizens, Boy Scouts, Community
Theatre, Rapid -Transit, Fire-Rescue Squad,
Youth Center, Hazel & ()ester Community Centers, State Law Revision Commission, free legal
aid for elderly, voting precinct captain, church
speaker, Sunday School Teacher, etc.

Callowa Co.

ELECT BILL PHILLIPS YOUR DISTRICT JUDGE

Enjoy your favorite Sirloin Stockade
meal at 25°0 Savings! We•ve
slashed every price on our
menu an average of 25°0!
Feed the entire family
at these low, low
prices! But hurry!
Deals this good
can't last
forever!

I want each of you to know, I very much appreciate your support in electing me as one of
your councilmen in the last election. I would like
your continued support in voting for me again.
To those of you, who do not know me, I am a
native Kentuckian, born in McCracken County,
Ky. My wife Katie Ellerson Arnold, born in Hickman County, Ky. came to Murray, Ky. in 1942.
We have 9 children, 4 boys and 5 girls, I 'attended Lincoln High School, Paducah, Ky. I was
employed by the Tappan Stove Co. for 33 years.
I am a member of St. John Baptist Church, serve
as worshipful master of Ruling Star Lodge for 13
years, was appointed District Deputy Grand
Master of Prince Hall Grand Lodge Of The State
of Kentucky F&AM P. H. A. for 12 years, past'
patron of Virgin Chapter No. 55 Order of the
Eastern Star, Past Illustrious Potentate of
Balkis Temple No. 17 Ancient Egyptian Arabic
Order Nobles Mystic Shrine of Paducah, Ky.
I was elected to Grand Inspector General 33
degrees by United Supreme Council A.A.S.R.
Southern Jurisdiction of United State P.H.A. a
member of Paducah Consistory No. 92.
I served as a committeeman of the Boy Scout
Troop No. 81, served on the park board, one of
the organizers of the Christian Social Concern
Club in helping to get a swimming pool in city of
Murray.
Also served on the Policy Board at the Head
Start Program.
A past member of the Democrat Executive
Board, I am now serving on the adviiory board
of the Community Development Program and
the police committee. I feel my experience in
dealing with the cities problems can be done
fairly, more especially in times like these.
However, I am very sorry I was not able to
get a B.S. degree or P.H.D. in my educational
backround. However thank God I have received
a C.S. degree - Comma Sum
I am sure I will use it to the best.of my
ability. Please elect me as one of your councilmen.
dorlfleetkie
Paid For By Candidate

represenfing

American and International Traveltime

We've Slashed
Prices 25%!

TO MANY
CITIZENS
OF THE
CITY OF
MURRAY, KY.

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

SIRLOIN

Offer good 7 days a week thru
May 31, 1981
at participating Sirloin Stockades.

STOCKADE
Bel Air Shopping Center

•

. ";

.'„
"

•
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Murray Doubles Teams
Roll Into Region Finals
Mel Jack-son Reaches
Girls Quarters Before
Losing To No. 1 Seed

PUTTING AWAN A LOW RETURN — Candy Jackson
(foreground) and Starr Jones reached today's doubles
final with back-to-back wins without losing a game.
Ntan Photo, B$ Dasid Hibbitts

After the first day of the bell after their first round
region tennis tournament at bye.
Murray State yesterday,
In boys singles, Todd Mills
both the Murray boys and and Brad McNutt both adgirls team have advanced to vanced to the second round
this morning's finals.
where they were eliminated
by
Paducah Tilghman's
The boys team of Russ Edwards and Robert Stout Robert Rudd and Nathan
Routon, respectively.
swept its two matches, over
In girls singles, Mel Kelly
Shane Bevill and Rusty
Almon of West Hopkins, 6-0, defeated Julie Rudd of
6-0, and over Lone Oak's Hopkinsville before losing to
John Latham and Mike Stephanie Edwards of Lone
Oak. Mel Jackson, meanPresley, 6-1, 6-1, after a first
while, advanced to the
round bye.
quarterfinal with wins over
Candy Jackson and Starr Alicia Merritt of Mayfield
Jones had little trouble as and Theresa Donaldson of
they Whitewashed the teams West Hopkins.
of Marshall County's Crystal
In the quarterfinal match,
Hurly and Debra Roberts Jackson met Christian
and Hopkinsville's Lee County's top-seeded Marcia
Porter and Waynette Camp- Ford, who won,6-0,6-1.

ROBERT STOUT reaches for an overhead smash as he and Russ Edwards swept through the first three rounds to reach today's final in the region doubles.

Summer Baseball At A Glance

•

Facts About U.S. Savings
Bonds, You Should Know

Dodgers, Indians Win Openers

BRAD McNUTT reaches back for a pitch as he had nine strikeouts in the Dodgers'
7-6 win over the Tigers last night.
Staff Photo Bv David Hibbitts

In the opening games for
the Junior Babe Ruth
League last night, the
Dodgers held off the Tigers,
7-6, and the Indians pounded
the Braves,10-2.
For the Dodgers, Brad
McNutt struck out nine batters and allowed only five
hits while Wade Smith led
the hitting attack with two
doubles and two runs batted
in.
The Tigers, who rallied
from a 6-0 deficit, were led
by Brad Skinner who had
two hits and two RBI.
In the Indians' win, Rusty
Wright pitched a two-hitter
and struck out five for the

Adjustment To Greens Helps
Fergus To Second Round Lead
At Fast-Drying Muirfield Village
.. By GEORGE STRODE..
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (API —
Keith Fergus can explain
why he's l4cling the
Memorial Golf TOurnament
at the midway point after
finishing no better than 15th
in his three previous,attempts.
"I've learned more \about
these greens. I've adjusted
I o them_ You've got tO. tie

careful. I have a better feel
for them," said the 27-yearold Texan, a non-winner in
more than four PGA Tour
seasons.
Fergus proved his point in
the second round Friday in
Jack Nicklaus $400,000
event. He needed only 30
putts on the slick, undulating
greens of Muirfield Village.
And that performance included a three-putter on the

DiSTRKT NO 1
MAGISTRATE

VOTE
Willis Odell

COLSON
No . 5
on the Ballot

Fier/ a 1'all

Time Magist rate

eighth hole, where he double
bogeyed,
"Sure, I was upset. But
you just have to go on," he
said.
Fergus did. He solved the
back nine for a four-birdie
display that produced a 68.
His 36-hole total of 139. Sunder for two trips around
the 7,116-yard course, gave
him a one-shot lead over
Lanny Wadkins and Dan
Halldorson. Wadkins shot 72,
while Halldorson had a 70
Friday.
Only 15 players in the invitational field of 91 could
break the difficult par
despite two days of almost
ideal golfing weather.
" In fact, the midway cut of
152 was the highest this year,
one more than the Tournament Players Championship.
Nicklaus, one of those in a
challenging position at 143,

A MESSAGE TO
THE UNDECIDED
VOTER
,

Before Making Your
Decision On Election Day
Please Consider The Following
Experience: 6 Years On-The-Job
Continuity: Service Uninterupte.d By Change
Training: Over 300 Hrs. In The New Court System

VOTE
ANN PASCHALL WILSON
CIRCUIT COURT CLERK
Paid or By Cor-seittee To Elect Afte When, Joann Sykes, Trimmer

undersii;?od it.
"As the golf course dries
out and gets faster," he said,
"it's not as long. You hit
through the fairways and
catch the rough. Your ball
runs over the greens and catches the fringe."
The unuifally nice
weather did not benefit some
of the sport's big names.
Masters champion Tom
Watson stood at par of 144.
Bruce Lietzke, the No.1
money-winner this year, had
74-149. Hale Irwin, fourth
on the money list, made the
last two rounds with 74-150.
Gary Player missed the cut,
shooting 75-154. So did
reigning U.S. Amateur king
Hal Sutton with 77-155 and
defending champion David
Graham at 75-156.
Mark Hayes, the firstround leader with a 67, skied
to a 75 and was three shots
off the lead at 142.
Fergus' round was laced
with seven birdies, all of
them from 10 feet or closer,
two from 6 inches.
The winner of more than
$250,000 in the past 2/
1
2 years,
Fergus said: "I played well
in the Colonial last week. I
have a little more confidence
now. And confidence is the
thing."
Halldorson closed fast and
Wadkins opened fast on their
way to their second-place
tie.
Halldorson, a 29-year-old
Canadian, birdied three of
the last six .holes. He came
within 2 inches of holing an
eagle approach shot on the
last hole.
Wadkins, the 1977 PGA
champion, birdied " four of
five holes in one stretch on
the front side, but caught.
four bogeys on the back nine
to drop from the sole lead.

win. Jon Billington had two
The Indians twice had
hits and Joel Coneley had a four-run innings to romp to
triple to lead the hitting.
the easy win.

Cardinals, Phillies Win
Pair Of T-Ball Games
The Cardinals beat the
Mets 23-16 and the Phillies
nipped the Giants, 26-25, last
night in the T-Ball league.
Rick Nute had three hits, including a triple, and Anthony
Miller and Chris Neale also
had three hits for the winning team.
For the Mets, Steven
Gresham had a home run.

In 1941 the present U.S. Savings Bond program
was inaugurated. The first bonds were
scheduled to mature in 10 years, but the
original 10-year maturity date was extended
until now.
Beginning May 1981, U.S. Savings Bonds issued
in May 1941, or 40 years ago, will mature. If
you hold E Bonds that are old, the purchase date
should be checked. As the bonds become 40
years old, they will no longer draw interest.

In the Phillies' win, Scott
Downey drove in the winning
run. Downey, who had four
hits for the game, drove in
Wendy Yeary, who also had
four hits.
Also, Bret Bazzell had a
triple in the winning effort.
The highlight for the
Giants was Jeff Dillon's
grand slam.

Our staff will be glad to help you review your
bonds to determine if they should be redeemed.

Bankof
"The Friendly Bonk"

Jerry Pendergrass:
—"I care about the people and
the land in Calloway County
and will work to make it a better place to live."
—"I will be a 24 hour sheriff,
available to assist in any way."
—"My office will be open,
honest, and will serve the
public fairly."
1
—"I will enforce the law to
make Calloway County safe,
comfortable, and a place we
can all be proud of."

This year, there
is a choice. .

•

ELECT

JERRY
PENDERGRASS
Sheriff of
Calloway County
Your Vote and Influence
Will Be Appreciated
PAID FOR BY LYNN GROVE SUPPORTERS OF JERRY PENDERGRASS
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Blyleven Pitches Sixth Straight Complete Game

SPORTS AT A GIANcE

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Bert Blyleven feels right
at home in the American
League - and his pitching
shows it.

Major Leagues
At A Glance
By nre Aseeekad ess
Um.(Hansycult 3-1) at Saha (ParAMIMUCAN ir.sGua
rott 1-2), (n)
PrLIST
W L
Pd. GB
n U 157 NATIONAL LEMMAS
Eiskintore
Clenteeul
LAW
NI 12 .66 1%
2113 3116 2
L
Pet. G1T
New York
St.
21 11
AIM Louis
21 16 .3111 3
Bolton
13
ft 16 .366 3% Philadelphia
Miwaukee
n
in 1
21
.319 2%
11 19
AM II
Detroit
101
15 16 .404 5%
13 =
12 27
Toronto
New York
3014 .79t 12
WT
AU - Chicago
6 36 .1711 16
11 16
Oaklaid
WRIT
Xi 15 in 2%
Chicago
$1 11 .711 30 16 366 3 Is Angeles
Texas
2116 .3,944
21 21 .309 3 ancional
CaMania
smo Panda°16 At 7%
13 Z .342 11
Sea*
1211 .491 9
12 73 .214 11% Manta
Mimesota
19 21 .4/5
9 22 .290 11% Hasten
Kansas Qty
Sin Diego
16 24 .400 12%
Fridley's Genes
Pettey% Gees
Cleveland 7, New Turk 3
Montreal 6, Cling° 3
Baltimore 4, Dank 3
Padua* 3, Philedelphia 1
Boston 7, fdileraukee 3
Son Diego 5„Manta 2
Minnesota 7, Kano City 0
New York lik.111.1.auis 3
Chicogo 9, California 5
-•
' • Lee areveles 4,4Ciura...ead 2
Oeldand 6, Toaster.Sun Francisco 4 Houston 3, 15 innings
Thum 8, Swale 2
Sahorder's Garage
Seladay's Gimes
Bakirnore (Flanigan 4.3) at Detroit La Angeles (Valawnela 31) at Cincinnati
(Soto
34)
(Roams 13)
Montreal (Senderson 4-1) at akin°
Breton (Torres 32) at lawaulose
(Rawchei 14)
(Lerch 23)
Phibeleiphis (Evinces 13) at Pitts
Urines (Boni:act 3-4) at Oadand
bind (Solomon 2-3), (n)
(Ceough 6.1)
Cleveland (Waits 4-2) at New York Son Diego (Wash 2-2) at Atlanta (Perr)' 13), (n)
(ROWE 60), (n)
Minnesota (Eridown 1-4) at Kaisa New York (Faroe 1-1) it Sinai
(Forsch 3-2), (n)
City (Sphttorff 04), (n)
Chicago (Baringarten 34) at California Sun Frandeco (Whitem 14) at Houston
(Rune 0-1), (n)
(Renko 3-2), (n)

"I'm back where I enjoy
pitching and where Dave
(Cleveland Manager Dave
Garcia) gives you the opportunity to do your own thing,"
says the veteran right-

hander.
Blyleven continues to show
his gratitude with sharp performances, and Friday night
pitched his sixth straight
complete game with a 7-3

Lea Extends Shutout
Inning String To 48%
By H. NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
You can call him "No-Hit"
Charlie Lea or you can call
him "No-Run" Charlie Lea,
Opposing National League
batters probably aren't calling him anything that kind
these days..
Lea, who hurled a no-hitter
and a four-hit shutout
against the San Francisco
Giants in his previous two
outings, blanked Chicago on
four hits over seven innings
Friday, extending his
stretch of scoreless innings
to 281-3 as the Montreal Expos defeated the Cubs 6-3.

Swimming is fun & healthful

Center fielder Andre
The 24-year-old righthander Is 41-3 innings shy of Dawson made two fine plays
the club record held by to help preserve Lea's string
Woodie Fryman. He might of zeroes. Dawson also
have come even closer but smashed his Ilth homer and
was lifted after seven inn- a pair of singles and Chris
ings when he developed a Speier delivered a three-run
blister on the middle finger double in the second inning
of his pitching hand.
:OA naif She Expos ahead 3-0.
Elsewhere, the Los
Mets 9,Cardinals 3
Angeles Dodgers downed the
Pat Zachry overcame a
Cincinnati Reds 4-2 in 12 inn- shaky start to snap a personal five-game losing
streak and post his first
triumph since April 19 on a
five-hitter. Stearns singled home the
ings, the Pittsburgh Pirates first run after Dave
beat the Philadelphia Kingman and Lee Mazzilli
Phillies 3-1, the New York walked. Otten walked Hubie
Mets trounced the St. Louis Brooks to force home the tyCardinals 9-3, the San Fran- ing run, Mazzilli scored on
cisco Giants outlasted the Doug Flynn's double play
Houston Astros 6-3 in 15 inn- grounder and Stearns came
ings and the San Diego home on a wild pitch.
Dodgers 4, Reds 2
Padres turned back the
Dusty Baker, who
Atlanta Braves 5-2.
Lea's earned run average, hornered for Los Angeles'
which was 10.13 before he first run in the first inning,
started his current scoreless delivered a tie-breaking twostreak, dipped to 2.25. He run single in the 12th to give
retired 14 consecutive bat- the Dodgers a 5z-game lead
over Cincinnati.
ters over one stretch.

NL Roundup

with the Minnesota Twins
and was acquired by
Cleveland during the offseason in a trade with the
Pittsburgh Pirates of the National League.
In other AL action, it was
Oakland 6, Toronto 2; Texas
6, Seattle 2; Baltimore 4,
Detroi,t 2; B-oston 7,
Milwaukee 3; Minnesota 7,
Kansas City 0 and Chicago 9,
California 5.
Bo Diaz collected three
RBI to pace the Indians' offense. He broke a 3-3 tie in
the fifth inning with a
sacrifice fly and singled
home two more runs in the
seventh.
Blyleven,6-1, had only one
shaky inning,the third, when
he gave up three runs.
A's 6, Blue Jays 2
Rickey Henderson singled,
stole second and scored on a
single by Dwayne Murphy in
the eighth inning to trigger a
four-run rally and lead
Oakland over Toronto as the
A's stopped an eight-game
losing streak. Winner Rick

Starting Position Does
$888" Help Decide Indy 500

Reg.
Now$1388.
only

INSTALLED

... By STEVE HERMAN...
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) • Huge 4" Top Rails
• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail • Aluminum Swing-up
and In-Pool Ladders
Does it really matter where
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalls • Foundation
gauge solid vinyl • Advanced over-the-wall
a driver starts the In• Exclusive "Lock-Frame"
liner
• Skimmer Cartridge
construction
dianapolis 500? Does a frontrow start provide that much
Dimension - 16' x 31'• Swim Area - 15' x 24 x 4 4, Filtration Unit'
of an advantage in an
BEAT THE HEAT...THE CROWDS... •GUARANTEED SERVICE
automobile race that lasts
•FINANCING AVAILABLE
HIGH VACATION COSTS...
500 miles and takes more
• NO DOWN PAYMENT
GAS SHORTAGE
than three hours to run?
Historically, yes.
-DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
The pole-position starter
ELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION
has won 11 of the previous 64
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY Toll Free 1-800-457-2200
runnings of the world's
Local Calls 812-948-5121 ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA CALL COLLECT " richest automobile race,and
OPEN 24 HOURS -7 DAYS
the car starting from the second
spot on the front row
BEI I= ifWis WI nll =I MB IBM MN
11111 NE NM
lin
has carried the winner 10
times.
MAIL COUPON •OR TELEPHONE
The next-best starting
spots for eventual Indy winners have been the outside Of
P.O. Box 257, New Albany,Ind. 47150
Without obligation, please send a representative with information on pools
the front row and the inside
0 DAYS 0 AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS
of the third row, with six victories apiece. No other starI NAME
ting position has had more
I ADDRESS
,than four winners.
There's a logical reason
ZIP
STATE
I CITY
for this, of course, since the
NOTE Sender must be a homeowner
TELEPHONE NO
starting spots toward the
We service the states of Kentucky, Southern Illinois & Southern Indiana
front of the 33-car field are
awarded on the basis of fourNMI
EM NIB MN OM NMI NMI
I EN NIB
NM MI MO =I 1101 IIMI INN 1E1
lap qualification speeds. And
the better cars, with the better drivers, usually log the
better speeds to get the betInTINCTIE)TO MIA
ter spots.
NM AIMS* %,0121 NNW
Thus it's no mystery why
earl MIN NM WM
Moan Maim fassisp,Bat 16,1091
Bobby Unser is starting Sunday's race on the inside of
........
the front row. He was consistently the fastest driver in
practice all month and grablint
•5kisi
D
i
a41/9
TIC
bed the pole position with a
PUTT
PUTT
qualifying average above no
mph.
a
..I.P.A. - a
far Nis lapanaullas
.....
Unser, the oldest driver
a
ii
a
a
;A. Oa
competing this year,already
a
a
1/0.
a
a
,
0 010 a
has two Indy victories under
04
hefammaall Mom
his belt and will be trying to
match his younger brother,
Al,as a three-time winner.
Mike Mosley, a veteran of
13
previous Indy races, has
a
never finished higher than
Pow Cam Jelp-lawaw
a
re; o a
eil 0 a
a
Ia
third, but he qualified in the
middle of the front row. A.J.
w
i
rro
a
-Ziaoa
a
a
Pa Cora liamil
Foyt,the only four-time Indy
w fet
ior,
NAINZINIP C a
a
winner, will start on the out-,
WIWI Of
side of the front row.
aris6 0 1 a .,,t..
Fs. Circa Court Clerk
*I
Both winners in 1979 and
1980
- Rick Mears and
.
Per Came Cent 13.6
a
visa o a
Johnny Rutherford started from the pole, and no
a
'
Zar.a
rewisaus o 1
Per ill
winner since Rutherford in
1974 has started farther back
Ps MN
1
aili 0 a
isis" 0 1
than fifth. That can't be
............
1
much comfort to a handful of
um o 1
a
ral'; o 1
. ha Ilailime
fast drivers who for one
.... 0 1
4a
a
reason or another are star.,
ting well back in the lineup
,this year.
Mears, who figured to give
Bobby Unser a battle for the
°I
tuit•rdi
pole position, had to settle
for an eighth-row start in the
22nd position - which has
provided two previous winFOR
ners - after he aborted his
first qualification attempt
with car trouble.
Sly. A New Mee A theses
-Just ahead of him is Danny
Ongais, another lead-foot
PByTWraNdlives
who missed his chance for
the pole when his car failed

The Econo-MateTM Exclusive Features:
T.

•Heavy

to start. His 21st starting
position has provided only
one previous Indy winner.
Next to Ongais is Tom
Sneva, a two-time pole winner who had this year's
fastest qualification speed.
Sneva missed a chance for
the pole because the car
wasn't in the original life to
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-Foot Specialist-

Announces
The Opening of a
part-time office
. in Murray at
903 Sycamore St.
Thursday Afternoon by
Appointment 1:00-7:00 p.m.
Phone: 753-9909

It. Colonel U. S. Army Reserves

01••••••••
•
limIl.r..4..1

MM..=MIN
"NNW •••• Is NO

Dr. Robert Hailey
Podiatrist

1 2 years General Manager Western
31 /
Dark Fired Tobacco Association.

Clip and Carry To The Polls

Sample Ballot

qualify two weeks ago. His
starting spot, 20th, has had
two previous winners.
No final-row starter has
ever won the race. The farthest back any previous winner has started is 28th, Louis
Meyer in 1936 and Ray Harmful in the initial Indy race
in 1911.

Detroit. irigleton's homer,
his ninth of the season, was a
two-out shot off Detroit
starter Milt Wilcox, 5-4, that
snapped a 2-2 tie in the
eighth.
Red Sox 7, Brewers 3
Dwight Evans drove in
three - runs with a two-run
homer and a single, raising
his batting average to .358.
and Jim Rice lined a two-run
homer, leading Boston over
Milwaukee. John Tudor, 2-1,
scattered six hits over 61-3
innings for the Red Sox, who
snapped the Brewers' sixgame winning streak and
stretched their current winning streak to five.
White Sox 9, Angels 5
Greg Luzinski knocked in
four runs with two homers to
lead Chicago over California. Luzinski gave the White
Sox a 1-0lead with his leadoff
home run in the second inning off Ken Forsch, 6-2, and
later keyed a four-run ninth
with a three-run homer that
helped the White Sox put the
game away.

MAYOR

OLYMPIC POOLS

re kilifhe LIMN Ciline

AL Roundup

Langford, 54, pitched an
eight-hitter.
Twins 7, Royals I
John Castino knocked in
three runs with a homer and
a sacrifice fly and Jerry
Koosman scattered six hits
to lead Minnesota over Kansas City in Billy Gardner's
debut as the Twins manager.
The victory snapped an
eight-game losing streak for
Minnesota, which announced
the firing of Manger
Johnny Goryl at a news conference shortly before the
game.
Rangers 6, Mariners 2
Buddy Bell belted twO"
homers and drove in four
runs and Danny Darwin pitched a four-hitter as Texas
defeated Seattle. Bell led -off
the second inning with a
homer to give the Rangers a
1-0 lead. He then capped a
four-run scoring burst with a
three-run homer in the third.
Orioles 4, Tigers 2
Ken Singleton drove in two
runs with a homer and a
single as Baltimore defeated

PRE SEASON
SPECIAL

We feature
Esther Williams
Pools, the #1
pool in the
country

1

decision over the New York
Yankees. The bearded
hurler didn't allow a run
after the third inning,
yielding just seven hits and
striking out eight, while
gaining his 162nd lifetime
victory.
Blyeiren, who has one of
the greatest curve balls in
baseball, started his career

v

16 Years Mayor of Murray
Helped bring to Murray. Fisher Price,
Vanderbilt Chemical, Sager Glove,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
Water Treatment Plant, Sanitation
System, Housing Project, City-County
Airport
Helped establish first planning commission, first building and electrical
codes
President Calloway County Farm
Bureau
President Chamber of Commerce
President United Fund

•••• •• Mr

a

President Red Cross Chapter

.10110
116

PI....•

r*.14 ow am.

WIZ. 0

1

.
Orile

0

a

President Rotary Club
First Chairman, Hospital Board
"Man of the Year"

a

i ..

VOTE FOR

BILLY JOE KINGINS

COUNTY COURT CLERK

Chairperson - Board of Stewards, First
United Methodist Church
President Kentucky Municipal League
Treasurer, Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation

MAYOR

A
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(Fins & Feathers
Outdoor Editor: Mary Barrow

so

t

-

I know a lot of us have
who caught a state record experience with a bowfin, "state recore bowfin and
been scaly for years, but we
fish and was unable to get you can understand the ac- used it as fertilizer for his
have had so much rain this
credit for his feat!
tomatoes.
complishment.
month,I think we are getting
Can you imagi,ne the hurt
gills also. One cannot say
Like
most
young and frustration this young
Wayne Jackson, son of
wirks ahno) what to expect
Willie and Martha Jackson, fishermen; Wayne wanted man hbelkiki.rayue Wayne
from the weather except that
Murray, Ky., caught an 8 his dad to have the fish can catch another big fish of
it has been bad for fishermen
pound plus Bowfin on a mounted and rightly so!' some kind, if he doesn't give
and fish alike.
flyrod and cricket. With the Over eight pounds around up altogether, and we can
Many of the bass still
ease of an expert, Wayne here is good for almost help him get it mounted.
haven't spawned, but since
played the huge fish for at anything.
If you have an opinion on
the water temperature is 70*
Well, anyway, bowfins are this call Willie and express
least ten minutes wearing it
plus in most obthe bays,they
down so it could be netted. If not eatable in this day and your feelings.
should be getting it on real
any of you have ever had an age,so Wayne's dad took the
Happy Fishing!
soon.
Eddie Rollins brought in a
big 7 pound female last
Wednesday and reported the
fish hit a spinnerbait. She
didn't fight much and this is
a pretty good indication of an
old fish being weakened by
The Kentucky Lake Bass Club held a tournament, eat of
the unusually long spawning
Devils Elbow, Saturday May 9. (Top Photo) Winners
peritd they have had.
• were, left to right, Alfred Delk first place, 14 lbs. 4 oz.,
Gary Crass and I fished
Gary Emerson second place, 11 lbs. 8 oz., David Young
Thursday afternoon after
third place, 10 lbs. 8 oz., Rodney Tidwell big bass, 3 lbs.
work and we boated two nice
15 oz. (Left photo) Rodney Tidwell holds the 3 pound IS
bass, one that hit a worm
ounce honker which took big bass honors.
and the other a top water
stick bait. We didn't use
Photos by Mar. Satre
anything else for lack of
time, but I feel sure there
are a number of lures which
a bass will hit.
The Bluegill fishing season
is ready to break loose if we
can have a little warm
weather.
This "crop" looks as if
they could break a few lines
§o be prepared! Popping
bugs are probably the all
time favorite but for those of
you who don't use a fly rod,
the small rooster tail spinners are great when fishs.s1
with ultra light tackle.
No word on the calfish
spawn yet but hang in there,
Sarah Ferguson and Shirley Raspberry, Route 7 Hazel,
it could start any day now.
caught this string of 60
KNOT AT FAULT
pounds
catfish while fishing on Kentucky Lake, near Hutson Grain
I
must
tell
you
a
tragic
Consider the plight of stone
Terminal, using
red worms for bait.
age men whose primitive fish- story about a young man
ing methods called tor hooks
'41lierow.
-.-..ualttk- from slorie or hoze,lizies, ••••■•••.•.•...•••••••••••••••••••••••.
made from ,vines or twisted
strands of bark Whatever
*
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park 4i *
problems they encountered
with this simple tackle, you can o
het that fish were lost because
knots broke at the wrong time. •
-1'ntortunately, many anglers
today are plagued by knots that
break. I he classic example is
the fisherman who has tied a
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
new lure onto his line only to
see it sail away on the first east
Boat, Motor, Pontoon & Ski
•
because the knot tailed. A soiunonoknotprobem
t
l sisfered
of
• :Rentals- Guide Service-Covered Storage•
by Mercury outboards' fishing •
•
experts, who suggest you re- •
Launching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
•
member the inherent fault of •
•
eith Chadwick, 12-year-old son of Steve any Linda Chadwick, of Route Eight
monohlament line and learn to •
•
( 502) 974-2245 or 974-2211, ext. 171 *
Rt. 1 Hardin
•••mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm•••••mmmmmmm s••••••••
Au. ray caught this 4 pound 4 ounce bass while crappie fishing in Kentucky Lake.
tie knots which avoid it.
****************************
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•
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.
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WHY WAIT, Until spring to get your boat
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DON McaURE

GRAYSON McCLURE

'eke 94 East out of Murray for 2 moles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 Al/ITS post Bonner s Grocery Take
blocktop into PonoromosPond follow bloc lup to your right

Telephore,502-436-5483

.....-4.01.1004.=0.0
.10434.1.W01MIN.4)..
1.11..0.4.11111.4)
r
Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

and motor in shape? Contact Bob Strode, former
service manager of Mack & Mack, your authorized
Mercury & MerCruiser Service Dealer.

Aurora Marine
Service Inc.

appy Holiday Travel,Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake

Kenlake Marina

& Accessories:
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

- imma
AtRimPoi•rf 4torivi

()led

US 68.R 8' -,t

end of AJruro Kv

Open 7 Days A Week

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
L

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.

Aurora, Ky.

502-474-2284
U'LL-Ti

Hwy.641 North •
'-0_u

Hwy. 641 So.

753-6448

Phone 753-8322

p.
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Murra
y
Bait
Co.
:
4

•
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SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

opely

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-6

litlampil Kentut,6 1.441

Fred Gardner, Owner

Why Pap More For Your Next Boot?
Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
*J.C. Pontoons
*Authorized Evinrude eiii•tuowargir•o—
Sales & Service

Wholesale Live Bait
Quality & Quantity Guaranteed

RESTAURANT
South 121h Street Murray, Kentucks,

-,1-4114

11 Hwy. 94 East
Murray, Ky. 42071

EVIRRUDESALES &
SERVICE

Phone
502-79-5693

R R 2 Ruchonon Tenn (9011 )12 B2;1

AUK AIX)211K AIX MPG AIRCPRISWOIX AIM Al

AL'S HOME IMPROVEMENT
&nem 1966 • 15 Years Of Dependable Service
Fully Insured For Your Protection
Finest Quality Workmanship
Buy Direct From Your
Local Contractor,

****************************.

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Creek

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Announces
NEW 40"and 52'Covered Slips For Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Slips For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA-LIFT Boat Hoists
Easy to operateelminates marine growth on boat bottom

AL'

*Cover Ali Windows
•Cover Over Hang
On Brick Homes
Never Paint Again
4Comptate ftemodeting.

•••

Authorized EVINRUDE DEALER
Safes Er Service

A 'a

We Budd Cupboards To Flt
•Ponfing
*Storm Wit.dows Es Doors

'

Free Estimates Call

436-2g02
Rt bOth, 20S9 Murray, Ky

SALES di
SERVICE

Acbacent to Sportsman's Satan Campground

Rt. 5 Benton, KY 42025

502/354-6568

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

1

:
- .4"
.
.
* &Johnson :

OU
s TEMAROS :

.
**
i* Darnell Marine Sales.
*

Murray, Ky. 42071 *
* Route 3 Box 80
*
Highway 94 East
*
*
*
OWNER: Gary Darnell
*
*

BOATS-MUTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES

***************************
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Six Year Olds — First place girl Kelly Crawford, first
Place WY Thad Mane.. second place Matthew Jackson.

Y.3. 1981

Eievee Year Olds — First piece girl Dena °distress, first piece hey Mark Kimbell,
second place Edwin McIntyre, third piece Jason Mayo,feerits piece Doren greet(not
pictured), fifth place Bill Eaussens.

Ten Year Olds — First piece bey Shane Davis, first place girl Gidget Vaughn,
second place Kari Keeisel, third piece Kenneth MacDonell, fourth ploc• Tommy
Moore, fifth place Dan Childress.

Jr. Fishing Rodeo
Saturday, May 16, the Junior Fishing Rodeo was held
at Devils Elbow. The sestet is sponsored by the Murray
Bass Club, The Optimist Chi& and TVA. Also present was
a represeatative of the Kentucky-Barkley Bass'N Gals.
The following are pictures of the winners in 'etch
catagery and Nosees of the children, these messy net b• in
exact order de* I.some children having already left.

Fins &
Feathers

btr—t.seirt3t
Seven Year Olds — First place girl Susie Holloway, first piece hey Chad Jenkins,
'scout place Rkky Atkins, third place Travis Lambert.

Model 870'Competition'
Single Shot Trap Gun
Now Available

Twelve Year Olds — First pierce girl Cathy Jenkins, first place bey Keith Chadwkk, second place Scott Marstelier, third place Jeff Byars, (net pktured) fearth
place Todd Wallace, fifth place Marc Terrell.

to Dan Bazzell
Jailer

The eagerly awaited Rem- pride in the appearance of
ington Model 870 "Competi- their guns, the Model 870
Two terms as jailer should be enough for
tion" single shot trap gun, "Competition" has been
shown briefly in prototype designed to satisfy the most
any
man, the salary is $7,200.00 per
versions over a year ago, is diseriminating gunner. The
stock
is
shaped
from
only
year
or $57,600.00 for the eight year
now in regular production
select American walnut and
and available to shooters.
term. This should be enough it is time for
Based on an innovative decorated with an attractive
a
change
new trap gun design, the and practical pattern of
Model 870 "Competition" raised-diamond, cut
combines the best features checkering on both the pistol
of a fixed-action, manually grip and fully extended foreoperated trap gun with the arm. Completing the handrecoil-reducing benefits some stock is a hand-applied
previously found only with satin finish matched with the
So_said my opponent in the May 20, 1965 edition of the Ledger &
Model 870's new, highly
gas-operated autoloaders.
polished,
deeply blued metal
Times. He is now serving his fourth term (16 years)and at the
Remington's Model 870, of
course, is no stranger to • coloring.
end of this term he and his family will have made an excess of
shooters. It was introduced The new Model 870
"Competition"
can
make
a
$250,000.00 (Figures matter of public record)
in 1950 and, in the ensuing
years, has become the most legitimate claim to being the
successful and popular ultimate, out-of-the-box,
pump action shotgun ever ready-to-shoot trap gun.
Model 870"Competition"
made.
In this unique new version, Trap Gun Specifications
the Model 870 "Competition" Gauge: 12 gauge
retains the durability and Action: Single shot, pump
Capable
16 Years(4 terms)
dependability that trap- action with gas-operated
No. 2
recoil
reduction
system
Energetic Ballot
shooters require for highBarrel:
30"
full choke
volume shooting and for
$250,000.00 Total
Effklent For Jailor
which the Model 870 action is Stock Dimensions: Length
pull: 14-48"
of
famous. In addition, it comFor Jailer
bines the traditional balance Drop at heel: 1-313"
JONES
BAllEll
inherent in high quality Drop at comb: 1-;t3"
1
2lbs.
pump action shotguns with Average Weight: 8-/
Paid For By Candidate
the preferred pointability of Suggested Retail Price:
a single-barrel trap gun. Its $549.95
manually operated action
also provides reloaders with
the convenience of taking
fired cases directly from the
gun before they hit the
ground.
The new Model 870
"Competition" now complements these features with
the fatigue-reducing, low
recoil sensation of a gasoperated, autoloading
shotgun. This has ben accomplished by the addition
of a newly designed, gasassisted recoil absorbing
•
system that bleeds gas t off
the barrel and directs it
against a spring-buffered inertia piston housed in the
gun's 'magazine tube. The
result is the softer, longer
recoil curve typical of gasoperated autoloaders such
as Remington's Model 1100.
For trapshooters competing
through a gruelling 300target day, the benefits of
reduced recoil can often
I am seeking re-election as your State Representative of the Fifth District on my
make the difference between
record.
I have worked vigorously to represent the needs of all the people of this district.
being in the money or out of
I will continue to be available to listen to your concerns and needs and will work for your
it.
Nor is that all. The Model
best interest.
870 "Competition" also has a
Because of the state's economic crisis, it is more important now than ever before to
new barrel-to-choke relationship specially designed
have an experienced representative in Frankfort. My experience will enable me to better
for competitive trapserve you by being acquainted with the legislators and the General Assembly. I went to
shooting. Because of its integral gas system, however,
Frankfort as your representative knowing the governmental process because of my exthe Model 870 "Competition"
perience in teaching government these past twenty years. My experience as a legislator
will not accept other stenand teacher has been a great asset and will continue to be.
dardModel870 barrels.
Without the need for shell
I will not vote to lift the ceiling off property taxes by recinding House Bill 44. I am a
latch cuts, the receiver is
working
man with a family. I realize the burdens of high taxes, high interest rates and
now stronger. A new,step-up
ventilated rib improves poininflation.
ting characteristics and aids
target pick-up with the
straight-line gun contour
preferred for trapshooting.
A special, target-type trigger provides the crisp hammer release that is essential
Paid for By Candidate
for clay target shooting.
Since trapahooters take

Quote:

Eight Year Olds — First place girl Stephanie Higgins, first place bey Chad Buz:ell,
second place Ryan Colbert, third place Brian Moore, fourth place Shane Childress,
fifth place Jason Grimes.

End Quote:

It Is Time For A change

NE ED( WOMAN

NE EDI' WOMAN

.mwomyemmg,

NE EDL WOMAN

NE Mt WOMAN

Central Shopping Center
Higloway 641 & Aregific Cow

Sale Prices Good
Suo.-Mon.-Tves

HOLIDAY
FABRIC

OPEN'
MONDAY
MEMORIAL DAY
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
SUNDAY
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

C°
PO NI
SOLID & PRINTED

$2
VOILE
S
YARD
POLYESTER &COTTON
SHEER SOFT FINISH

5,4k
/

REG. 2.99

INTERLOCK
KNITS $2
SOLID COLORS a PRINTS YARD
SUMMER

II

DRESSa BLOUSE WEIGHT
45" WIDE—MACHINEIRKSH

GAUZE

SAVE

SOLIDS & PRINTS

REG. 2.99

ya

T-SHIRT
KNITS

DESIGNERS
HIGH-STYLE

DRESS
PRINTS

POLYESTER & COTTON
45" WIDE
MACHINE
WASHABLE
REG. 2.99

$2
YARD

POLYESTER & COTTON
SOUD__S STRIPES AND
°TILER FANCIES

GO WIDTH
MACHINE
WASHABLE
REG. 2.99 a 3.99

$2
TARO

MILL

A- 7 0
7 '
'
CHECKED
r GINGH
AM
POLYESTER & COTTON
i45" WIDTH—MANY COLORS
ASSORTED
CHECK SUES
LARGE SELECTION

$2 YARD

REMNANTS

KNITS&WOVENS sPCS
1/1 TO 'A YD. PCS.
e5-40' WIDTHS $2

NATURAL MUSLIN
REG. 9941
3 YDS.
FOR FASHION,
gra
QUILTS, CRAFTS,ETC. 41A,

POLYESTER

THREA
D
REG. &SS C-42

WHITE ONLY
223 YARDS api

NVIAIC )Att .1(14 iN

N
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Nine year Olds — First place girl Tommy Lansbert, first plot* boy God Crowsee,
second place Gregory Gilbert, third place Tony Atkins, fourth place Shane Holloway,
fifth place Heather Maddest', not pktured.
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REELECT

FREED
CURD

State Representative
Fifth District

Vote Freed Curd
- May 26

111
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HEALTH
Alcohol no aid to sex

kft
By Lanrence Lamb. M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - I am
married to a man with a
drinking problem When I
have tried to explain to him
that alcohol affects his ability
to perform sexually he tells
me it has nothing to do with it
Sometimes I refuse him'
because of this, since it
becomes too painful and
exhausting after trying for a
halt hour to an hour to fulfill
.his needs Do you fida....any
viedical information on this'
I have bettn a faithful wife
tor 26 years. but when I refuse
he accuses- me of -having
triends that I am 'taking
are ot
I go to Al-Anon
meetings when I can sneak
them in They tell me it is
characteristic qf alcoholics to
belie% e mates iare unfaithful
when they cannot perform
DEAR READER - If your
husband were a slident of
Shakespeare he would know
that Porter in Macbeth said.
'Lechery.. sir it provokes, and
unprovokes it provokes the
desire. but it takes away the
performance
The adverse
effects of alcohol on sexual
performance have been
known for hundreds of years
Many men who drink do not
realize that their performance
'leaves something to be
desired One lady told me that
a friend of hers claimed it

2. Notice

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

made him a better lover. I
told her the best way to find
out how such a man really
performs is to ask his partner
This is not unique to sexual
performance. Even though a
person under the influence of
alcohol can hardly drive down
the road he oftens thinks he is
-driving yvith great skill
Alcohol is a feminizing
drink Actual measurements
of testosterone show that it is
decreased in men after drinking alcohol It has a direct
(Iwo on Qs- testicles and
destroys testosterone that is
already tormed This is further explained in The Health
Letter number 14-6. Alcohol
Can Be Dangerous to Your
Health. which I am sending
you Others who want this
issue i,in send 75 cents with a
long, stamped self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper. l'0 Box
1551. Radio City Station. New
York. NY 10019
With decreased male- hormones it is little wonder that
such men often develop
enlarged breasts- Alcohol
relieves inhibitions, provoking
the desire, but it as a nerve.
depressant that decreases
normal responses. A young,
frightened, inexperienced
male may gain courage from
the bottle and do better but
otherwise it is not useful to

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
note
Answer to Friday's Puzzle
3 Simian
4 Camp shelter
13 ST S IT (AS
5 Ancient
DUO COO MO
chariot
CUM MCLI
6 insects
DOOM COMO
7 At home
1303 CCU
8 Hindu
CDCOO OCCOUO
cymbals
CO
De
9 Send forth
13 Soap opera
MUM MEMO
11 Frolic'
CCU CUD
13 Fall Into
13017130 MUGU
A MO COO MOO
disuse
16 Employs
t. OU0 GOO COO r ,
19 Name
A
OU
21 Narrow, flat
Wards
24 End
36 Conductor- 48 Nerve
City
Halts
26
network
37 Location
32 Deposited
Ascends
29
39 Schoolbook 51 Beverage
34 Portico
31 Comet parts 40 Redacts
53 Uncooked
35 Consecrates 33 Mocks
43 Consumed
56 26th Pres.
38 Steeple
35 Satiate
46 Weary
58 Hebrew letter
41 French article
2 3 4 6
10
4 7 0 11
1
42 Weird
44 Winter
12
vehicle
w•umum
11
14
45 Cereal
111
1111
grain
III
71
47 Hindu guitar,__ lia
22•
WM
lia
El
49 Capuchin
ra
monkey
" NM
Li
25
50 Mine
Id
entrance
52 Hinder
54 Double time
Abbr.
41
44
55 Cyiindricai
57 Russian
4.
stockades
32
59 Raises
60 More recent
DOWN
SO
1 Noses
around
ACROSS
I Declare
6 Nips
11 Shoots at
from cover
12 Glossy paint
14 Italian river
15 Follow
17 Milan money
18 Decay
20 Trials
22 Gratuity
23 Heroic event
25 Secluded
valleys
27 Easy - pie
28 Chemical
compound
30 Washington

o o mar e

2 Scale

Id hi
kil•hi )4

UM

improve sexual performance
DEAR DR. LAMB -- When
I rub my finger behind my
ears, on the upper portion.
there is an 'odor thit smells
somewhat like Swiss cheese. I
wash behind my ears so it
shouldn't be from uncleanliness I never heard of ears
having any secretions behind
them. I find this very annoying What could this be caused
by' Is there a gland of some
kind there that might seep
through the skin? It isn't wet,
it just doesn't smell normal.
I've had quite a few head injuries Could anything leak

downward from the brain?
DEAR READER - In
some people the sebaceous
glands behind the ear are particularly active. The oily
secretions may be what you
are describing. Overactive
glands in this area cause a
local form of acne and may
cause sebaceous cysts. Since
the oily secretions may be
constant if a person has a lot
of this, he should wash carefully behind the ears twice a
day. One of the acne soaps
that induces drying is sometimes helpful as well. It is not
dangerous and is not a "leak." .
iNE-WSPAPER ENTERPRLSE sass,

®
IRA G. CORN,JR.

THE ACES
"Life does not cease to be
funny when people die, any
more than it ceases to be
serious when people laugh."
- George Bernard Shaw.

There was nothing funny
about declarer laying his
fine looking club suit to its
eternal rest. Unluckily for
declarer, he overlooked the
dangers of a suit block and
he lost his opportunity to
bring in his touchy game.
Declarer refused the first
heart and took the second;
he had already counted up
to nine "top- tricks. Two top
clubs were cashed and when
East discarded, it was then
that declarer realized what
he had done. If he cashed
another high club, dummy's
clubs would be good, but his
own remaining club would
block- the suit. He would be
able to cash four clubs, but
the fifth would be forever
stranded in dummy.
Taking the only chance
....left..-ZeclaPer.-led a low
spade from dummy and put
in his jack and the hand was
over quickly. West won the
queen and cashed his hearts
and the game went one
away.
Declarer's best chance. is
to duck the second round of
."hearts .also.. West will
undoubtedly continue and
declarer's ace wins. Two top
-clubs-uncover the suit block,
but declarer
M -control.
He leads dummy's fourth
heart to throw a club and
West is held to only his Jour
heart tricks while dummy's'
clubs are ready to run.
West canrbeat the game if
he shifts to a low spade
after winning the second
heart. This will establish a
spade winner for the

NORTH
1-23-A
• 5
• 752
•.1 3
•AKQ43
WEST
EAST
•K92
•Q 10 7 6 4
•K Q.1 103
•9
•9 2
4Q101654
4..1 9 5
42
SOUTH
•A J 3
•A 6 4
•A K 7
4.10 8 7 6
Vulnerable: Both
South. The bidding:

Dealer:

South
1 NT
20

East
Pass
All
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

North
249.
3 NT

Opening lead: Heart king
defense and declarer cannot
afford to surrender an additional four heart tricks. How
many Wests would make
that play? Not many
Besides, declarer has nothing to lose and all to gain by
making his ducking plays.
Bid with Corn
South holds:

5-23-8

4b.K 92
111 K Q J103
•92

•J9 5
North
le
14

South
I•
^

ANSWER: Two hearts. The
same bid might be made
with less, but the 100 honors
tip the scales in favor of
rebidding the hearts.
--Send bndge questions to The Aces.
P.0 Box 12363, Dallas. Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Copyngbt 1981
United Featilie Syndicate
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THERE'S SOMETI41N6 LONELY
ABOUT A BALL FELD
WHEN 175 RAIN1N6

WHAT MAKES IT LONELY,
15 BEIN6 714E ONLY ONE
DUMB ENOUGH 10 BE
STANDING OUT HERE...

WELL, IF
IT ISN'T
NANCY

HELLO,
'MRS.
BROWN

YOU'RE TWO HOURS
FOR SUPPER -WHERE HAVE
YOU BEEN
LAT-E

SUMMER
GTMNASTKS
Lyndia Cochran
Dance-Gym
Studio
753-4647

PUBLIC
NOTICE
TIRE
PRICE
CUT!
$3150

O Multi/Mile

I MET
MRS. BROWN
AND I ASKED
HER HOW
SHE WAS
FEELING

16. Home Furnishings

Op..9 am.fit pm.
753-7113

SAVE 20. TO 50.

Ivo

2. Notice

SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
COLT BUNTLINE
. SPECIAL
45 Caliber
12 inch barrel
GOLD &
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Virmoic rim

Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
I. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. Lost and Found
6, Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10, Bus Opportunity
11, Instructions
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15, Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22, Musical
23. Exterminating
21. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
211 Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39, Poultry-Suppftes
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42, Home Loans
43, Real Estate
44, Lots For Sale
45, Farms For Sale
16. Homes For Sale
17. Motorcycles
48, Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
5,3. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55, Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

Polyester
Cord
A78-13 Multi-mile
78 Whitewall
$4500
Multi/ Mile
Double -Belted
G78-15 - Multi'
GlassII Whitewall

'6"
9wide

Strawberries
Pick your own

45 C

per qt

Jessie Jones, Sedalia
1-328-8543.

Please Vote
For

Ruby
Hale
City
Council
Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.
onc
Copy
Restoration by

Carter Studio
vs,

-7
Ti-iERES
.. BEETLE
A STRANGE ASKED 1-l1M POR
SIGHT
MORE WORK

YEAH, YOU REAL LY
GOTTA EcE STUNNED
TO MAKE YOUR i-JAiR
STAND STRAIGHT UP

I MEANT
THE HAT

gyvvg

12. Insurance

RIVERIA
COURTS
Has mobile homes
for rent. Students
welcome! Special
rates!! We also
have special deals
for lot renters!
Come live with us!
753-3280.
Strawberries, picking every
day, bring container. L.T.
(Pete) Valentine, phone
(901)642-4439.

They're
Here
Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His!Hers
Matching Sets
AN sixes
Only place
M Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

radial
GR70-15 -Grand
AM/GT white letters

.
5-13

Ilig Solectha of Used Tires
Troia $5.02'.$31.00

we.
5-2,4

45 REX
phig.5
Our OF
THE TREE
H01156„,

UNCLE
WALKER.'

(

4
PA
. R.
7x/
5/23

43v.
"4/1E7ak

News. Society and
Sports 753-1918, Retail
Display advertising
753-1919. Classified
Display, Classified,
Circulation and the
Business Office may
b. reached on 7531916 and 753-1917.

13. For Sale
Or Trade
Hands for hire, will trade
,hours work for small salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.

14. Want To Buy
Tow Bar. Call 753-3058.

15. Articles For Sale
Wedding gown and veil, size
7, was $400 new. Excellent
condition, best offer. 7530450. extension 286, days
or 759-4467 evenings.
Three wheel Cushman golf
cart. New batteries. Call
435-4296.
16' Low Cat itrailer, factory
made tandem axle with
ramps, electric brakes,
$1600. 759-4070.
For sale: Good dresses, size
9-10, 11-12, 13-14. Call
753-1411 after 5:30 or
Saturday 8-5.

For sale: Early American
hurculon couch with hidea
bed, asking $100. Call after
5 pm, 474-8020.

19. Farm
Equipment
1977 M-2KS Gleaner
combine; 6-row corn; 15.
Grain; AC 600 no till drill;
AC cultivator; Rowterra-Lely
with bridge hitch; 181
/
2 ft.
Kewanee disc; 13' chisel
plow; 1975 7040 Allis
Chalmers tractor; 1974
Ford flat 2-ton truck; 1973
Ford F-600; 1963 Ford
2-ton truck; 165 bushel
gravity wagon; 1970 Dodge
lime truck; 400 gallon, Lely
saddle tank; 1500 gallon
tank. Call 489-2348 or
4894666 or 437-4845.
ATTENTION
FARMERS!
Special on
Freedenia Lime
56.75/ton
Limited Offer!
Toy L. Barnett
753-4776
••••••

Best tire deals in town! We
have a .tire truck to repair
tires on the farm. Call us
for best prices and snappy
service! Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
600 Case combine, good
condition, 1-4 row John
Deere planter. Call 4362269 after 6 pm.
Disk blades, regular and
heavy duty,- get our price
before you buy disk blades.
Truck tool boxes and
tailgait protectors. Vinson
Tractor Coppany, 7534892.
Goodyear, Firestone, B.F.
Goodrich, and others, tractor and farm tires. We have
tire truck for on farm tire
service. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
New Gravity Boxes, up to
285 bu. with 10 ton gear,
list $1850, will sell at 20%
discount this month. 14'
hyd. augers $450. B & G
Equipment, Paris, TN
38242,(901)642-1242.
There is nothing better than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, regular plow points,
cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor
Company, 753-4892.
Used Do All, 6 row hyd.
folder, $950. B & G
Equipment, Paris, TN,(901)
642-1242.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no .
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west -of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.

NEW POSITION IN GRAPHIC DESIGN
Responsible for complete lob planning. Only experienced persons need apply

WINCHESTER PRINTING
Immediate Opening
753-5397
4. In Menjory
In Loving Memory of
Patricia Nell Jones

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

AGENT
1114 So Mt Et
Mummy,Ky., 42071
Rua 15021 7534532
Rea M2175343711
1.IFF„ HEALTH,HOME
CM

For sale: Bedroom suite, 3
piece, full size, bed and
chest of drawers. Call
759-4592.
For sale: Dining room table
with 6 chairs. Call 7538668.

Economy
Tire &
Service
203 Main St.

JIM FAIN

Furnishings

Wrangler Radials
GR 78-15 - All
Terrain Blackwall
Plus filemy Other She
Available

"
MFA INSURANCE CO.

16. Home

$80"Goodyear

Poo
aiauv

Singer/Guitarist can play
for weddings, receptions, or
other functions. Have
references. Call Chuck's
Music, 753-3682, ask for
Monte Fisher.
Two ladies would like to do
babysitting in their home.
Call 767-4471.
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will do yard work. Call
753-7245.
Will work on lawn mowers.
Call 753-0751.
Would like job house cleaning. Have referances. Call
759-1255.

Re

•=1

Super

S.

BE A W NER! Beat inflalion! Work your own hours
demonstrtiing Merri-Mac
toys, gifts, and home decor
items. We need party plan
demonstrators in this area.
High commission. No iniestrnent, no delivering, no
collecting. Call toll free
now! 1-800-553-9077, or
write: Merri-Mac, 801
Jackson Street, Dubuque,
Iowa 52001.
Dental Assistant, minimum
high school education, likes
helping others and enjoys
working with your hands.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040 V, Murray, KY,
Dental Receptionist/Secretary: 21 years or over,
minimum high schoOl
education, typing skills and
enjoys working with people.
Send resume to P.O. Box
1040 W, Murray, KY 42071.
Need able bodied person to
work at bus station 3 time
daily, 30 minutes each
time. Please apply at 6th
and Walnut.
'Tractor machinist. Must
have experience. 5%4 day
week. Salary negotiable.
Paid benefits. Action Personnel, 753-6532.

9. Situation Wanted

Multi/Mile

daVS •••••••,

MICR

e

Patricia departed this life
two years ago to take her
place in God's rose garden.
It is with increased
loneliness and sorrow that
we recall her walk in life always smiling, always
ready to be a friend to
everyone she met.
We- take increased solace
through God's word just in
knowing that our loss is
heavens gain and our
SOrtOw is heavens joy.
The Family of Patricia.

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
PRESS DEPARTMENT
A local manufacturing concern has immediate
openings for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations and
equipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is a growing company offering outstanding fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirement to:
highroad Relations
Supervisor
Worse.Marie Compaq
P.O.114X 610
Paris, TN 38242
or noted Tony Moyer et(101)642-1120.
A.ors.apperladly lwaloyer
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20. Sports Equipment 28. Mob. Home Rents 32. Apts. For Rent
Two Wilson tennis raquets
a 1-2000 and 1-4000 $20
each Call 753-7410

22. Musical
Begin Today

MUSIC
LESSONS
Piano
Organ
Beginners and Advanced
ClaytoniS

753-7575
For sale: Hammond organ
and amplifier, $425. Phone
753-7777 after 3 pm.
Piano for sale, inexpensive,
excellent for beginning student. 753-9866 after 5 pm.

"Is

Own a new 25"
Magnavox color
TV for only $24.46
a month. No
down payment.
Four year warranty available on
parts and labor.0
CLAYTON'S
Nemo
Batiortalimmoset
Ctr.
Hwy.641 S.
753-7575

.. isce aneous
sondominium for rent:
ilton Head Island, SC;
ome of the famous Family
ircle Tennis Tournament
d Heritage Golf Tournaent. For more information
all 1-926-4031.
irewood for sale, oak and
ickory. 436-5870.
or sale 30' t.v. pole,
ntenna and rotor. Call
59-1824.
or sale: Snapper Comet
wn mower, in good condiion. Call 753-2987.
o-cart, 5 hp, excellent
rakes, kill switch, $135.
53-1818.
Let's go fishing!" Red
arms, Nite crawlers, fresh
om bed to box. Free cane
It les. Rex's Worm Farm,
t.6, Box 325 (lrvan Cobb
oad), Murray, KY 42071.
one 436-5894.
- a io
M-FM Solid state Soney
uner (radio) and six
peakers. Call 753-5052 or
53-5828.

o e omes
For Sale
0x50, 1963, Good investent. $1850. 759-1987,
2x60 Mobile home, 2
edrooms, 1 bath, central
eat and air. 753-7192.
971, 12x60, Mobile home,
bedroom, central heat
nd air, underpinning.
250. Call 498-8716 after
weekdays, anytime
eekends.
wn House, 12x70 mobile
me..2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
frigerator, stove, disposal,
ntral air and gas heat,
carpet and wallpaper.
her extras included. Pricto sell! Call 753-8295.
II

e omes
For Rent

oiler for rent, see Brann Dill at Dill's Trailer
urt.

12x60 Mobile home and
lot, furnished, will accept
$1200 down, $138 monthly
or.$9000 cash. Garage, on
city water, shade trees,
large lot. Call 436-5830.
12x60 Two bedroom, furnished, with air, summer
rates. Coleman Real Estate,
753-9898.
12x65 Three bedroom, 11
/
2
bath, unfurnished with
air-conditioner, washer and
dryer hookup. Coleman Real
Estate, 753-9898.
TRAILER SPACE- Mobile
Home Village, water, sewer,
garbage pickup, cablevision. Small quiet court.
Select. Phone 753-3895.
Three bedroom trailer. Call
759-4592.
Two bedroom, all electric,
mobile home, 11
/
2 miles
from Murray. $150 per
month, $100 deposit.
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
Two bedroom, 4 miles
south of Murray. Deposit
and references required.
Call 753-6753.

Two bedroom duplex,
drapes available,
quiet street, available
now. ;50 discount on
2 months rent!!
Coll 753-6782.

Two bedroom apartment,
close to hospital, no pets.
deposit required. Call
753-7809.
Two bedroom apartment, 2
blocks from hospital on
29. Heating-Cooling South
8th. Completely
Air-conditioner, 3-ton, cen- redecorated, adults only, no
tral with electric heating pets, lease and deposit
unit, excellent for mobile required. Call 753-9208
home-and duplex. $490. after 4 pm:
753-1818.
Two bedroom duplex, all
30. Business Rental kitchen appliances, central
heat and air. Call 753-8146
753-2437.
or
MINI
Two
room apartment, $110
Illarollonsi
month plus utilties,
per
Storage Spec*
$100 deposit, 1 year lease
For Rent
Call 753-8411

7S1
FOR RENT
Build,ng
adiacent
to
Buckingham Roy Ltd
in
Dixieland Shopping Center
gas heat and
double
front over 2003 sq ft
Available 1910y 1
1981
Call 753 3018

or

31. Want To Rent
Apartments for rent at Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530, or 753-4331
after 5 pm

32. Apts. For Rent
2 Bedroom apartment,
$175 per month plus
deposit and utilities, one
year lease. Call 753-8411.
Available now, country living within city limits at
Hamlet North Apartments.
Nice
2
bedroom
townhouses with privatE
deck and central heat and
air, kitchen appliances furnished. 753-7559 or 7537550.
For rent: Garage apartment,
unfurnished, 4-rooms, near
downtown. 753-3690.
Furnished effeciency apartment...wall to wall carpet,
air-conditioning, water and
sewer paid. Washer and
dryer facilities available.
One block from M.S.U.
$115 per month. Call
759-4538.
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood. All kitchen appliances furnished, private
deck. Call 753-0814.
Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 1537559 or 753-7550.

OPEN HOUSE
MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
Sunday, May 24th 1-5 p.m.
Free soft drinks1
Drawing for $50 gift certificatel
Located off 641 N in Northwood Subdivision

,•

One and 3 bedroom furnished apartments adioining M.S.U. Call 753-3134.
One bedroom furnished.
apartment, one block from
campus, $145,- water furnished. No pets. Couples
only. Call 753-1203.
One bedroom furnished
apartment for rent. Inquire
100 South 13th Street.
Two bedroom duplex, appliances furnished. Also
one bedroom apartment.
753-2967 after 5 pm.
Two bedroom duplex in
Northwood Subdivision,
available now. Phone 7539400.

CONTROL

.:TE
.WERMITES
ES

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Post Control

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control, Inf.
ermites. You spend thousonds of dollars for a
me bat-never think about termites - they cause
he most damage next to fire. Have your home
recited now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
ontrol, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
or 33 years experience. Home owned and
oted.

3E
11

38. Petf-Wplies

ARC Boxer puppies, chamMoral
pion bloodlines, flashy, [Purism &
Instorowce
&
fawn, and brindle. Also
Edo%
Rood
Boxer at stud. 753-0347
Southilde Coors Sq.
41. Public Sale
Murray, Kmetucky
753-4451
MOVING SALE
PRICES NEXT
Don't rent, buy you a
TO NOTHING
mobile home lot. Owner
Go 8 miles east on
financing at 6%, payments
94 turn left on 464
as low as $26.00 per monat two story white
th. Call 474-8025 or 7538914 or 759-1715
house. Furniture,
Avon
bottles,
organs, guitar,
Panorama Shores
sound equipment,
home near the water
clothes. Much more
with 2 complete 2 BR
items. Starts May
apts.8 x 40 sunporch,
22nd at 9 a.m.
kitchen appliances.
130 Acre Cattle Farm
Garage sale, Friday and
- 8 miles from MurSaturday. May 22nd and
ray on 121 South. Has
23rd, 9AM to 5PM. Cancel
2 BR frame house
if rains. 1300 Kirkwood
w/fireplace.
Drive.
Huge yard sale' Saturday.
May 23rd through Tuesday.
Murray-Calloway
May 26th, in Hazel on first
County Realty
street, third house off
(502)7534146
Barnett Street.
304N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Huge moving out of county
sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday
Itee,CM
,Srettei
until' everything is gone.
rocking chair, high chair,
and stroller, Midland linear Hidden Treasure! It will do
500 watt, etc. Call 767- your heart good to say
nothing about your pocket4473. 413 College Cts.
book when you inspect this
Three party yard sale. Friday home we have located lust
and Saturday. 7 til 6. 906 for you Three bedroom
Doran Road. Baby and brick located on quiet
children clothes up to size street
in
nice
7, toys. maternity clothes
neighborhood Priced in the
mid $30's See this home
43. Real Estate
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for men
students, half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479.
Furnished
room
for
rent...private bath, carpet,
private entrance. Kitchen
and laundry room available.
Close to campus and excellent for students. Boys
only. $65 per month. Call
759-4538.

34. Houses For Rent

43. Real Estate

Professional Services
%in)The Friendly Touch"

CHARM,LOCATION
AND
CONVENIENCE
You'll have it all in
this beautiful 3 18.R.,
2'2 bath brick home
in Canterbury. Living room, den with
fireplace, spacious
kitchen, central heat
and air - you'll love
this one.

117 . South 10th, 2
bedroom, unfurnished,
highest heat bill, $30.
References and deposit.
FIVE MINUTES
$185. Call 753-8198.
FROM CITY!!
Four bedroom house, $500;
This is a real buy -3
3 bedroom house, $350; 2
b.R., 2 bath, By.
bedroom townhome, $275:
home,
entry hall,
1 bedroom duplex, $150.
great room with
Appointment 753-5791.
fireplace, central
Lake front cabin, near
heat and air, carport.
Hamlin, KY, with deck, 2
A lot of quality, ideal
bedrooms, available June
room arrangement
15th, $175 per month. Call
for family living.
753-7980 or 753-1863.
This house is priced
Nice 2 bedroom house on
to sell at $45,000.00.
North 16th, $175. Call 7536774 or 753-6855.
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
furnished house with
BUILD NEAR A LAKE No. 141. Excellent building
washer and dryer, $200 per
lots are near lake. Boat
month plus deposit. No
ramp and picnic area rights
pets. Garden spot available.
included. Each lot is about
acre in size. Near paved
753-4110.
road. $2200 PER CPT.
ALL OFFERINGS
Small house furnished or
SUBJECT TO
unfurnished, easy to heat or
RECENT PRIOR
SALE
cool. Call 753-5750.
Strout Realty
Three bedroom house, large
pot I ENNON. Broker
fenced backyard with patio,
1911 Coldwater
Morro Kentucky 4201
appliances
include
microwave, dishwasher,
and' disposal. Walk to OWNER FINANCING TO
M.S.U. $330 per month. QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest
rates are up again, but we
753-3006 after 4 pm.
can get you into this lovely
One bedroom house. in home at a lower rate you
Coldwater, single or couple, can afford. This 3 bedroom.
$60 per month, small 11
/
2 bath home, near town
deposit. 489-2267.
has many extras, including
new family room, fireplace,
37. Livestockfenced yard, redwood porSupplies ch, and large lot with many
trees. This home is well
Saddles, English
cared for and is in perfect
Western Solos condition. Owner leaving
Repairs - Custom
town must sell. Call Spann
Work • Tents and Boot
Realty Associates, 7537724.
Covers made.
TAYLOR
REDUCED
LEATHER CO.
PRICE,
1165. 611 Mayfield
Owner says he most
1-247-3134
sell NOW! An insmoculote 2 bedroom
REE MAR ARABIANS
home
on 8 nice, love!
Purebreds for sale Trained
and started. 753-6126 or acres. Priced int he
753-8467.
Visitors $30's.
welcome.
753-9818
Six year old double
•
"
registered walk-rack mare.
Ftf Al ISIAH
Stylish, gentle, and ready to & PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
show. 435-4525.
38. Pets-Supplies
Looking for a
ARC German Shepherd pup- business location?
pies, 28 champions in 5 We have it at 215
generations. Also registered South 12th. Large lot,
American Etkimo Spitz 124' x 185' and zoned
for business. Get
puppies. 502-554-2153.
located for that new
Dog obedience classes are
now!
business
fun for you and your dog. A
Roberts Realty
sport all ages can enjoy.
Discover the thrillof know- 12th & Sycamore
ing how your dog really
753-1651
communicates. 436-2858.

A

M 31r3

43. Real Estate

49. Used Cars

53. Semicei-Offered 53. Services Offered

Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
Bel-Au house trailer,
14x70. located in Scenic
Acres on 34 acre. Call today
for your appointment,
Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724.

1975 Pontiac $875 753
4445

Beat the heat' Have your
air-conditioners cleaned
now" We also have com
plete appliance service
Phone 759.1322

COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measuring 65' x
282' on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
STATELY OLDER
.RESIDENCE
Fresh on the market
is this 2-story brick
residence on large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of 2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.

k

/14111 ANNIVERSARY
5% off base price
EVERY VW in
stock including
diesels
and
Audi's
during
month of May.
CARROLL VW
900 Chestnut
753-8850

. I se ruc
1941 Willis jeep, 4-wheel
drive, 4 cylinder, lock-out
hubs, restored. Call 7532632 or 753149.2.
1978 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, loaded, new tires,
sharp, clean. Call Paris
(901)642-7043 after 5 pm
Prirl;r7C17
ip.AM-FM radio, power brakes,
power steering, A-1 condition. Price, $3650. Call
753-6153 after 6 pm
1779 Chevrolet Silverado,
low mileage. Call 753-9648
or 753-6084.

51. Campers

sr.

WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating and
sealing
753 8163

Expert car and home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
222 S. 12t6 St.
753-5965

Need work on your trees?
Topping pruning shaping
complete removal and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree tare 753-8536
Big Joe's Small Engine Professional paperhanging
Repair. 808 Coldwater painting farm buildings.
Road, 753-8834 Chain top-sides Commercial or
saws, lawn mowers, and residential Call Tremon
tillers All makes Andy' Farris 759-1987
Elkins mechanic. Also have S
itabon Service to. all of
used mowers for sale.
lloway County Weekly
Bob's Home Improvement pickup service reasonable
Service. Remodeling path- monthly rates
Special
ting. cement work general Senior Citizens rate Call
home maintenenace and in- & D Sanitation Service
spections. Free e5timates• 436-2562 after 5 pm
753-4501.
Spraying mowing and
pruning Cal. T & D LANDlOOPING
SCAPING, 436-2333
Skinks
Risferessees. All
work
Warning Don t read this
g••raists•ii.
Fr••
unless you're in need of
estimates.
roofing. carpentry or eleccall 759-1450 er
trical
work New or repair
753-6511
All guaranteed Call Joe
Carpenter Service New 753-9226 for free estimate.
homes, remodeling
Joe West
cabinets, decks anything
Electrical Service
with wood, quality work
34 yrs. experience
Phone 753-0565
Licensed
Complete small engine
753-3943
repair Phone 436-2418
Concrete and block, brick Wet basement? We make
work
Basements, wet basements dry work
driveways, storm cellars, completely guarenteed• Call
porches 20 years ex- or write Morgan Cons
struction Co Route 2 Box
perience. 753-5476.
409A.
Paducah, KY 42001,
Fence sales at-Sears now.
Call Sears. 753-2310 for or call day or night. 1-442free estimate for your 7026.
Will haul driveway white
needs
4
Guttering by Sears. Sears rock and Ag lime, also have
continous gutters installed any type of brown or white
per your specifications. Call pea gravel Also do bac_k.hoe
Sears 753-2310 for free work Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 Or 753-763.
estimate
Heating, refrigeration. and Will mow yards. 15 years
-electrical repair. Bob's experience Call 753.-6564
Refrigeration
Service, Will sharpen hand saws and
Hazel. KY, 498-8370 Or skill saws 753-4656
753-7829. Bobby Lockhart. 56. Free Column
Licensed electrician and Eight week old
Calico
gas installation, heating in- kitten to good home only.
stallation and repairs. Call 753-3994
753-7203.
-

1976 Coachman 22'
camper and 1978 Ford
Bronco, both like new and
fully equipped. Already
hooked together ready to
go. One owner. Contact
Howard Brandon, B & B
Brokers Inc. 753-4389. _
ibLEWILD CAMPER - Cabover sleeper for El Camino
44. lots For Sale
BUSINESS
or RAnchero trucks. All
Beautiful sloping corner lot fiberglass unit. Sleeps 4.
OPPORTUNITIES
quipped with all acwith trees, good location,
Three houses, total
as
Kingswood Subdivision cessories such
$1 5,O00; Franrefrigerator, range, furPrice
reduced.
$3800
chise business for
nance. Like new. Would sell
Need to sell! 753-2329
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
El Camino with unit if
Lake lot for sale in Anderdress shop for sale,
desired. 753-7745.
Shores,
son
owner
will
$8,000.
finance 6% interest, good Pickup truck slide in
Shroatbuilding or mobile home self-contained camper,
/
2 ft., good condition.
site. Payments $50 per 111
Waldrop
month. Call 474-8025 or Call 753-3674
Real Estate
52. Boats and Motors
753-8914 or 759-1715.
144. teeter 73.1-1707.
Lake lot in Moon's Subdivi- 1979 Chrysler Buckaneer
sailboat, 18' long, full riggNEW LISTING, EXCEP- sion, near Mansard Island ing with motor and trailer. rt.
57. Wanted
Resort.
Good
view of the
TIONAL VALUE. Handy locaAI'S Super Shell
Call 753-1737.
lake
with
surrounding.
nice
Wanted at once Someone
tion for this well priced
South 4th Street
to live on lot and take care
brick home in the ,$30's. Owner working out of town. 53. Services Offered
Murray
of yard garden large
Three bedroom home on Priced to sell at $5,000 Call ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
Complete
Auto stockbarn, pond Horses to
901-642-2633
.
large, deep lot with outside
or vinyl siding and trim.
Repair. Free tube with ride All rent free' Close to
storage. Well insulated and Seven commercial lots for Aluminum trim for brick
oil
and filter change.
New Providence. KY, 436the heat bills show it! Bring-- sale at Pine Bluff Shores. houses. Jack Glover, 753153-7896.
2405
the kids with you today and Ideal for grocery or gas sta- '873
ask for Wendy at Spann tion. Call 436-2289.
COLDWATER LAWN &
Realty Associates. 753GARDEN
SHOP.
Homesfor
46.
Sale
7724.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers,
Beautiful brick home, near chain saws, expertly
University, marble bath, repaired. Pickup
FOR RENT
and
new carpets, fireplace. deliery available.
Clean 12 x 60 Mobile
489Reduced low $30's. 753- .g5,3 8 AM to 5,,EM
Home on large shaded
3942.42.
lot with garden space.
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
$150 per month and
New large 4 bedroom 15 years experience carpenhome, planned for conve- try, masonary, plumbing,
security deposit.
nient family living, all ex- roofing, and siding. Free
Ron Talent
tras, very 'nice! Call - 153- estimates. No job too small.
Realty
Call 474-2276 evenings or
3903.
753-9894
Two bedroom, carport, 474-2359 Mime
Plenty of "Stretchin' garden. 'nice lot, located K & k chimp Removal. Do
Room"! A really large home itella, $14,800, $1500 you need stumps removed
that can change to fit your down. balance Monthly from your yard or 'land
cleared of stumps? We can
needs. The home provides a 12%. 489-2595.
remove stumps up to 24"
living room, dining room,.
bedroom home in Mur- below the ground, leaving
Pad By Candidate
kitchen with all the counter Two
ray for couple who enjoy a only sawdust and chips.
space and cupboards you vegetable
garden, front por- Call for free estimate. Bob
need. The den is plenty
ch, very nice • lawn with Kemp 4354343 or Bob
large, back to back shade.
Call 753-3903
Kp.
19
fireplaces in den and living
M1THE1[1LACKTOPPING.
room and all the bedrooms '47. Motorcycles
Commercial and residenare spacious.. Let us show 11374 Harley Davids
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center
Nu a new way of life by Sportster, good condition tial. Also patching, sealing,
Specializing in Senior Citizens
and striping. For estimates
:ailing 753-1492 at CEN- Phone 753-6984
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Open Hours
1971 Honda .750-4, extra
PM . InRealtors.
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
nice, $1600. Phone 153- stalling tie downs, under6855 after 6 pm.
pinning, roofing, installing
8-12 753-3685
1979 Yamaha 650 Special, doors and windows. We also
For Appointment
black, less than 3000 build porches and' patios
Call
753-6973.
miles, $1695. Call 759belLE HOME ANCHORS
4749 after 5 pm.
underpinning, roof's sealed.
Two mopeds,.. 1979 ConYes You Con!
patio
awnings, and house
cords, good condition. Call
type roofs for mobile
COMMERCIAL LOT
We have sold 41 units this veor totilini
753-3716.
homes. 753-1873, Jack
FOR SALE
A06,550 Gross Sales
49. Used Cars
Glover.
Lot measuring 65'
282' on Arcadia Court
REPAIR
SERVICE•
What Should I Do Now?
near the new city
Electrical- refrigerator - air
EXTRA
,utilities
park. All city
conditioner - appliances,
SPECIAL
available. Offered at
icemakers, well pumps. Call
Call us.. 753-1492 We ore mok,ng things
1970 Chev Monte Corlo.
John Pritchard 435-4284.
$15,000 through Kophappen, right now We can show you how as a
red with block top, 51250
perud ' Realty, 711
yau con benefit in a 'buyer s market We
HATCHER
APPLIANCE REPAIR. KenMain in Murray.
con show you How, as a buyer you Lur, benefit in
more,
Whirlpool,
AUTO
Phone 753-1222.
Westinghouse. Experienced-,
o "seller's market
SALES
FIVE BEDROOM
independent service and
Open Memorial Day
ROME
parts. Bob's Appliance SerLocated on a tree
vice, 753-4872
Monday May 25
shaded lot near the
All
of
your
plumbing
and
1978 Firebird Formula,
9:00-5:00
old city park, this
Power steering, Power air-conditioning needs. Also
remodeled
older
Come by 1200 Sycamore on,1 get vow
Alter
Brakes, air, tilt wheel. do carpentry. painting', roofhome offers comfornative Financing brochure
AM,FM Casette. Call 1-527- ing, and concrete. All work
table, economical
1181 or 753-3675 after 5 done to satisfaction 753family
living. PM.
9822
Fireplace in livAsphalt driveways and parkingroom, formal din1979 Cutlass, 2 doer,
ing lots sealed by Sears For
ing room,central gas
23,000 actual miles.
free estimates call 753heat, and full baseOne owner.
2310
ment are a few of the
PUROOPA
fine features of this
Aluminum Service Co.,
Oldsmobile
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
roomy home. First
ulmesinum
and vinyl
Pontiac
time offered. Phone
siding, costa trim
Cadillac
753-1222, Kopperud
753-1492
work. References.
1406W. Main
Realty for full-time
Call WiN Ed Smiley,
753-5315
real estate service.
753-0689.

HORNBUCKLE'BARBER SHOP
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LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) have been converted to nonIf urban sprawl continues at agricultural use in Fayette
its current pace for 20 years County.
there won't be enough The report says 12,000
farmland left in the united acres of former farmland in
States to allow the export of Jefferson County no longer
food, according to a Univer- existssity of Kentucky agricultural Although the ciirrent
building slump has slowed
research associate.
Michael J. Greene says ur- the conversion somewhat,
ban sprawl has converted says Greene, the reduced
farmland to non-agricultural rate still means the country
land at a rapid rate in Kea_ will run out of export
farmland by the year 2031.
tucky.
He says since 1967, 760,000 The agriculture expert
acres of productive says the most immediate
farmland in the state has problem is that cities do not
been paved over for urban have the money to provide
use or idled in anticipation of fire and police protection,
garbage collection and
future urban sprawl.
sewage
treatment plants
Greene cites a report that
says during the past decade, needed in expanding urtan
16,250 acres of farmland areas.
Greenesays he is "encouraged" that Kentucky.

Mho

Various churches in the CIty and county have announ
ed services and meetings
their church:
Catholic
Masses will be field at 6:30
p.m.-today and at 8 and 11
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sunday, May 24, at St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly
will be the celebrant, and
will speak Sunday on Our
Allies In Joy" based on Acts
8:3-7.
Week day masses will be
held at 8 a.m. Monday,-6:15
a.m. Tuesday, 6:30 p.m.
'Wednesday and Thursday,
and 2 p.m. Friday.
University
Bruce Logue will speak on
-Continuity" with scripture
from Galatians 2:11721 at the
10:30 a.m. service and on "A
Mission Fulfilled" with
scripture from I Ihess. 2:312 at the 6 p.m, service on
Sunday, May 24, at the
University Church of Christ.
Assisting in the services
will, be Ernie Bailey, W. H.
Brooks, Tommy Reid,
George Gallagher, Willard
Greg Delancey, Duane
Dycus, Roger Dunn, Todd
Lawson, Jimmy West, Darcus, Chris Nix, Joe
rell
West, Bobby Martin, Jim
Lawson,and Gary Taylor.
Nursery supervisors will
be Dorothy Bailey, Liz

UK Researcher Says Sprawl Taking Farmland

from Romans 3:21-26 and special music.
5:1-11 at the 8:45 and 10:50
Volunteer
nursery
a.m. services on Sunday, workers will be Linda
May 24, at the First United Roach, Kelly Thomas, and
Methodist Church.
Terri Smith. Bus drivers will
Kathy Farrell Straub will be Don Slayter, morning,
7th and Poplar
The Seventh and Poplar sing a solo at both services. and Glenn Hale,evening.
Church Teaching with
Church of Christ will hear At the later service the
John Dale speak on Chancel Choir will sing the Ralph aogard as' director
"Graduation to Glory" with anthem, "Built On The will be at 9:40 a.m. and
scripture from II Timothy Rock," with Paul Shahan as Church Training with Glenn
4:6-8 at the 8:30 and 10:40 director and Bea Farrell as Hale as director will be at 6
- p.m.
a.m. services and on "God organist.
A "Moment of Rememand Mammon" with scripture from Matthew 6:19-24 at brance" will be observed at
the 6 p.m. services on Sun- the Sunday morning worship
Grace Baptist
to honor the 16 deceased
day, May 24.
The Grace Baptist Church,
Phil Cannon, Jerry Bolls, members of the church of 617 South Ninth Street, MurKevin Garner, Johnny the past 12 months.
ray, will head the pastor, the
Church School will be at
Bohannon, Richard Duke,
Rev. R,J. Burpoe, speak at
Danny Cleaver, Emmanuel 9:45 a.m., and Covenant the 10:45 a.m. and :30 p.m.
Manners, Ted Howard, Prayer and UMYF at 5:30 services on Sunday, May 24.
Charles Lamb, Jack Rose, p.m. Sunday.
Leland Peeler will direct
Kevin McManus, Gene
the music and the choir as
Christian
Roberts, Tommy Carraway,
they sing "When The Savior
The Rev. Dr. David C.
Mike Lyons, Webb Caldwell,
Reached Down For Me"
John L. Williams, and Paul Roos will speak at the 10:45 with Dwane Jones as
Ragsdale will assist in the a.m. worship service on Sun- organist and Terry Downey
CUMBERLAND, Ky.
day, May 24, at the First
services.
as pianist at the morning ( AP) — Kentucky State
Christian
Church.
Teen nursery helper will
hour. The Youth Choir will Police said a Molotov
Margaret Boone will
.be ,Kay Farley and special
sing at the evening hour.
cocktail was thrown early
class helper will be Eddie direct the choir as they sing
Friday morning at a
the
anthem,
"Awake,
My
Rogers.
Cumberland residence. The
First Baptist
Gene McDougal and Joe Heart" with Maxine Clark as
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whit- homemade bomb, thrown
Thornton will serve on the organist.
Assisting
in
the
services
taker
will speak on "Gbod around 2:30 a.m., landed on
extension department.
the front porch of a home
Bible study will be held at will be Donna Cathey, Walt Things that Make A Bad
Apperson,
Dr.
Woodfin
HutMarriage" at the 10:45 a.m. owned by David Shepherd,of
9:45 a.m.Sunday.
son, Fred Wells, Dana service and on "I Hope So? Cumberland,police said.
Shepherd was able to exBullock, Billie Burton, Marie Or I Know!- with scripture
Methodist
tinguish
the burning bomb
Forrester,
Jack
Gibbs,
Leah
from
I
Thessalonians 1:2-10
The Rev. Dr. Walter E.
before major damage could
Mischke, Jr., will speak on Hart, George Landolt, at the 7 p.m. services on Sunbe done. Shepherd is a
"The Methodism Ex- Frances McKeel, and Max day, May 24, at the First
former
Cumberland city
Miller.
Baptist
Church,
scripture
203
South
perience" with
police
officer
and is now
Sunday School will be at Fourth Street.
employed
with
Scotia Coal
9:30 a.m. and Youth Groups
The ordinance of baptism
will meet at 5:30 p.m. on will be observed at the morn- Co. in Letcher County,a nonSunday.
ing hour. The Rev. G. T. union operation, according
Moody, associate pastor, to authorities.
There are no indications
Memorial
and Theron Riley, deacon of
"Our Heavenly Home" the week, will assist in the the incident was related to
the continuing United Mine
with scripture from II Cor. service.
5:1 and Rev. 21 will be the
Rudolph Howard will workers strike, police said.
subject of the sermon by the serve as guest music direc- An investigation is continuRev. Dr. Jerrell White at the tor and direct the choir as ing into the incident.
10:50 a.m. service on Sun- they sing -0 Give Thanks."
day, May 24, at the Mr. Howard and Margery
Memorial Baptist Church, Shown will sing a duet,"The
10th and Main Streets.
King of Love My Shepherd
J. T. Phillips and Claude Is," at the morning hour.
Miller, deacon of the week,
At the evening hour
will assist in the services. special music will be a solo
The Santtuary
Choir, by Martha Moore and -How
directed by Milton Gresham Great Thou Art" by the
Caleb N. Parks, 74, of
with Margaret and Michael church choir. Joan Bowker Louisville, died Friday morWilkins as accompanists, will be organist and Allene ning while on his way to
will sing "Hymn for today."
Knight will be pianist. : work, according to a family
At the 7 p.m. services the
Sunday School will be at spokesman.
Rev. Dr. White will speak 9:30 a.m. and Church TrainParks, who is survived by
and Jim Carlin will present ing at 6 p.m.
several brothers and sisters
locally, had lived in Murray
until the mid-50s.
Surviving sisters include
Mrs. Madison (Zeta) Jones,
Mrs:Leon (Ariel' Wilkerson,
Off
Mrs. Carrie') (Bura) Wells,
Excluding /
1 2 Price Items.
all of Murray,and Mrs. Raymond (Jane) Outland of
Men's & Women's
Murfreesboro,Tenn.
Parks is also survived by
two brothers, Edgar P.
Parks and David Rudell
Parks, all of Murray, and a
grandson Butch Turnbow.
Two great-grandchildren
also survive.
Funeral services will be
held at 11 a.m. Monday at
the Miller-Close Funeral
Home in Louisville. Burial
will follow in the Bethany
Cemetery.
Bazzell, Martha Ails, and.
Angie Reeder.
Bible study will be held at
a.m. Sunday.

Governor John Y. Brown Jr.
an
appointed
has
agricultural land studies and
policy committee to study
the problem.
resources
Natural
secretary Jackie Swigart is

Molotov Cocktail
Thrown At Home
In Cumberland, Ky.

TT

.

chairman of the committee,
and Charles Barnhart, dean
of UK's College of
Agriculture, is its, vicechairman.
The body is to issue its findings in early 1982.
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*ay Way Yea Look At It

JAMIE POTTS
Offers The Most
Experience And
Leadership

,.. i

HELP ELECT
JAMIE POTTS
4th District
Magistrate
,...
Iv,

,.

STAY COOL AND
POCKET THE
CHANGE

CORRECTION

In Monday's paper of the
Murray Ledger & Times Max
Morris' ad read incorrectly. It
should have read: Paid For By
Friends and Su • brters

Funerals

Caleb N. Parks,
74, Dies Friday

Buy 2
Chippers
for

Uniforms
2S%

$2"

Under the Home Insulation_ Program, we
can help you stay cool and save money.
The program offers a free home energy
survey and interest-free loans to cover
the cost of weatherizing your home. Call
today and ask about TVA's Home
Insulation Program.

Tops-Prints & Solid
Colors
Slacks-Lab Coats

Women's
Pansuits, Dresses

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation

Nurse Mates
Shoes & Hose

With eoch Chipper you
2 pieces of fish h
creamy cOle Sic
crisp french fries
2 Southern style hush puppies

One Rack Spring

Sportswear
/
1 2 Price

Expires May 29th

A Now Sop* of

Dolts

f

00
Off

mr_sops2.1

Murray Store Only
•

—

III dr;
Murray. KY 1,70

A
*********

"I would like to thank all my
family and friends for their
34.
support and encouragement.
Time would not permit me to
meet and talk with all of you.
Please accept this as my
personal appeal ,for your

vote

Max Parker
County Attorney
Lets Keep An Experienced
Prosecutor in the Courthouse
Marl

Fa Coady Attorney
(Vote For Ow)

.•

••

••

Stephen

SANDERS

•I

9,1ovs,.0.1,6
1140.1)0,10co- tici•
60
00.0

:Paid For By The Candidate Number One On The Ballot
•

Max

BLANKENSHIP 11 I

For State Representative
•

753-5012

Home insulation Program

The first regular radio
transmissions in North
America began from station
8-MK Detroit in 1930.

HARVEY ELLIS
.......

Murray-Mayfield

Any doll during this sale.
Layaway New • pay monthly
tii awistatas or antil'loaded

By Pavane

•

A
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PARKER
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